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ABSTRACT
This thesis consists of five chapters, each investigating an aspect of breeding biology,
sociality or behaviour of a group living species of an Australasian grassfinch, the crimson
finch (Neochmia phaeton). It primarily focuses on the effects of habitat structure and
group size on reproductive behaviour, and the role of signalling in mediating conflicts.
Much of our knowledge of the breeding behaviour of the crimson finch is based on
observations in captivity, little is known about wild populations. Captive crimson finches
are known for their highly aggressive nature. However, free-living birds live and breed in
large social colonies, which seems counterintuitive. The first three chapters explore the
ecology and colony structure of wild crimson finches, providing insight into the breeding
system, nest predation and dispersal strategies. In chapters 4 and 5, we used field
observations and experimental manipulations in captivity to determine the factors that
cause, facilitate and maintain aggression and sociality in this species.
Chapter One describes aspects of habitat use and breeding ecology from 14 distinct
colonies, and contrasts these findings with other populations living in different habitat,
which have been examined previously. Although we found many similarities between the
populations in breeding biology, we also found some pronounced differences in the way
crimson finches organise themselves socially and geographically in the divergent habitat
structures.
Chapter Two investigates the factors influencing nesting success, specifically the influence
of nest site location and adult behaviour (predator defence) on nest success. Though there
was no evidence that adult behaviour influences nest success, we found three features of
nest site choice that were related to nest survival; nest visibility, vegetation height and
distance to other vegetation.
Chapter Three provides the first study of dispersal in crimson finches. We report that
contrary to previous speculations, long-distance movements between colonies are
common. The primary factor predicting two key decisions, whether to leave the natal
group, and where to settle, was primarily related to the adult sex ratio of the colony.
Chapter Four explores aggressive behaviour between adult males. Here we use correlative
and manipulative approaches to understanding how plumage signals mediate aggressive
behaviour. In particular, we investigate the role of melanin and carotenoid plumage
pigments in signalling dominance and fighting ability.
Chapter Five experimentally examines aggressive behaviour of both males and females at
the nest, using mounts of conspecific and heterospecific intruders. Although crimson
finches are said to be non-territorial they are known to defend the area immediately
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around their nest. We found no difference in levels of aggression between males and
females, or towards conspecific and heterospecific intruders.
The final section of this thesis summarises our findings and provides suggestions on future
research to further investigate the costs and benefits of group living.
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INTRODUCTION
Coloniality, a social system in which individuals breed in groups, occurs in more than 13%
of bird species (Lack 1968). The costs and benefits of colonial living in birds have been
widely studied in many species, such as seabirds (e.g. Brown et al. 1990) and swallows
(e.g. Brown and Brown 1996). In these systems, the benefits of group living are thought to
include predator avoidance and increased foraging efficiency, whereas potential costs
include increased disease susceptibility, competition for resources and predator attraction
(reviewed in Davies et al. 2011). However, the resolution of conflicts within colonial
groups, (for example, access to limited breeding sites, mates and food resources) has
received much less attention. Within the colony, conflict resolution is likely to differ
between individuals and to vary according to their age, sex, social status and relatedness.
The interaction between dominance/aggression and social, reproductive or
environmental factors can be complicated as demonstrated in the diagram below (Figure
1). The direction of influence is not always clear and may also depend on the interaction
between a number of other factors. For example, group size can directly positively affect
levels of aggression (e.g. Poot et al. 2012) but this effect may be mitigated by increasing
habitat complexity (e.g. Basquill and Grant 1998).
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Figure 1: Demonstrating how complex the relationships between dominance/ aggression
and social/reproductive/environmental factors are. The arrows (

) indicate the likely

direction of the effect, while +/- symbols indicate whether the effect is expected to be
positive (blue), negative (red) or both/either (green).
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A notable feature of most group-living species is their lack of aggressive behaviour, with
many birds establishing a ‘pecking order’ or passively settling disputes by signalling
relative status or dominance through vocalisation and plumage traits to avoid the large
costs of continuously fighting (Pryke et al. 2013). One unique species, which appears to
contradict this traditional view of conflict resolution in group-living species, is the crimson
finch (Neochmia phaeton). Crimson finches live and breed colonially (groups 2-70
individuals), and are well known for their overt aggression and constant physical fighting
(grappling) amongst individuals. Aggressive interactions are extremely common both
within and between colonies (Strahan 1996), which, given the high fitness costs of
continuous fighting, appears maladaptive. In aviculture, they are commonly known as
‘blood finches’ and are notorious for injuring and killing not only each other or other
species of finches, but even larger birds, such as parrots (Forshaw and Shephard 2012).
The function of this intense aggressive behaviour in the context of group living remains
largely unknown.
In addition to their interesting social structure crimson finches are habitat specialists,
relying on rank grasses for food and stands of Pandanus for breeding (Higgins et al. 2006).
These preferred areas are vulnerable to increasing habitat changes that have occurred
throughout their range, particularly as a result of changed fire regimes and agriculture. As
a result, crimson finch numbers have declined substantially over the last century (Blakers
et al. 1984, Houston and Black 2016.). The reduced availability of food and nest sites is
likely to affect levels of aggression and conflict resolution outcomes (as a consequence of
increased group-living and decreased breeding resources), with important consequences
for breeding success, and consequently the long-term management and conservation of
this species. Other than papers on breeding biology (Milenkaya et al. 2011, Todd 2002)
and diet (Todd et al. 2003), remarkably little is known about the crimson finch, and its
social system in particular remains an enigma. Using a combination of both field and
laboratory experiments (with wild and captive birds), I investigate the underlying
mechanisms and function of aggression and sociality in this group-living, non-cooperative
species, relating behaviour to habitat structure.
In the first three chapters I provide an introduction to crimson finches with insights into
the breeding system, nest predation and dispersal strategies. Chapter one focuses on
habitat use and breeding ecology, describing data collected over two breeding seasons
from 14 distinct colonies. Milenkaya et al. (2011), Todd (2002) and Soanes et al. (2015)
have all described some aspect of breeding biology previously including timing of
9
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breeding, clutch size, survival and nest predation. I use these findings alongside studies of
other Estrildid finches to examine how reproductive factors such as clutch size, timing of
breeding, nest success and adult survival may vary within and between species as well as
with species across different habitat structures. Understanding these differences in
ecology can have a direct impact on species management plans as well as providing
insights into the fitness consequences of life-history and behavioural decisions.
In the second chapter, I explore the benefits of group living by looking at reproductive
success and the factors that affect nest predation. Predation is one of the most significant
causes of nest failure for passerine birds (Ricklefs 1969). One of the main predicted
benefits of group living is a reduction in nest predation. This can occur either through
dilution, increased vigilance or the increased ability of a group to drive off predators (Lima
2009). Additionally, nest site choices and individual behaviour, can impact the risk of
predation (Remeš 2005). However, the link between these factors and nest predation
between, and even within species, is inconsistent (Lima 2009). I quantified the
relationship between nest-site characters and nest success to determine how these
choices impact fitness in crimson finches and the value of colonial living.
The third chapter investigates one of the most important factors driving community
dynamics and maintaining genetic diversity in animal populations, the decision to disperse
and where to go (Greenwood 1980). In particular, natal dispersal often represents the
largest movement an individual will make within its lifetime and is responsible for most
movement between populations (reviewed in Bowler and Benton 2005). Natal dispersal
describes the movement of animals away from the group they were born in before their
first breeding season. This contrasts with breeding dispersal, which refers to any
movements made after the first breeding season. Despite its importance, the process of
dispersal is still poorly understood (Bonte et al. 2012). The decision to disperse requires
an assessment by individuals of the costs and benefits of moving that provide us with clues
to the selection pressures driving colony structure. Likewise, decisions made by
individuals of where to move to are complex and will be influenced by environmental and
social factors that may vary both between species and across populations within species.
Identifying patterns of dispersal is important in understanding the ecological influences
that are vital for maintaining populations.
Chapter four investigates the factors that influence aggressive behaviour by utilising both
field observations and experimental manipulation in captivity. Here I examine dominance
and aggressive behaviour between males in a non-breeding situation. More specifically I
10
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consider how aggressive behaviour is mediated within groups, through the use of
signalling. Signals of dominance or fighting ability can include age, body size, or plumage
ornamentation in the form of physical structures or colouration. Conspicuous plumage
colouration acting as a signal may allow individuals to gather information about their
opponents’ fighting ability or motivation before engaging in physical contests, reducing
the need potentially costly interactions (Senar 2006). These plumage signals are primarily
the result of different pigments deposited in the feathers. Melanins are the most common
plumage pigment in birds (McGraw 2006), they are cheap to produce and are responsible
for the black and brown colours traditionally associated with ‘badges of status’ that are
thought to signal dominance and fighting ability between males (Rohwer 1982). In
contrast, carotenoid pigments can only be obtained through the diet and are responsible
for most red, orange and yellow plumage. The colour red is a common signal of aggression
in animals and has been shown to increase social dominance and the likelihood of an
individual winning an interaction (Pryke 2009). In addition, there is increasing evidence
that red is an innate, rather than learned, signal of aggression in some species (e.g. Healey
et al 2007, Pryke 2009). As crimson finches are sexually dichromatic and display both
black and red colouration, I investigated the relationship between plumage colouration
and fighting ability between males.
The fifth and final chapter investigates aggression at the nest in the breeding season. By
examining differences in aggressive behaviour we can develop a better understanding of
species life histories and breeding systems as well as the relative costs and benefits of
such behavior. Because aggressive behaviour is costly in terms of time, energy and risk of
injury, individuals may mediate the potential risks by adjusting levels of aggression
according to context (Brunton et al. 2008). Here I consider the role of signals, sex
differences in aggressive behaviour, as well as considering the consistency in behaviour
within individuals, across contexts by investigating aggressive responses to stimulated
intrusions in wild crimson finch populations.
Overall the aim of this thesis was to determine the sources of costs and benefits that shape
the unusual combination of intense aggression and sociality in crimson finches. I conclude
by summarising how the findings taken together change our understanding of this species,
but also open up new lines of inquiry, pointing to some potentially fruitful future
directions that would apply social network analysis and genetics approaches to some new
questions this work has generated.
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Chapter 1
Breeding of Crimson Finch (Neochmia phaeton) in the
eastern Kimberley, Western Australia

Clockwise from top left: Crimson finch female and male; Three-day old crimson finch
nestling; Crimson finch nest; Twelve-day old crimson finch nestling.
Pictures © Catherine Young

This manuscript has since been submitted for publication
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ABSTRACT
Many species show pronounced differences in life-history traits, from the individual level
to divergences between distinct populations. Understanding the variation in these traits
provides not only an insight into individual fitness, but also essential information for the
management of wild populations. Despite their popularity in aviculture and importance
for captive research, our knowledge of many Estrildid finches in the wild is limited. Here
we detail the breeding behaviour of 12 discreet colonies of Crimson Finch (Neochmia
phaeton) in the east Kimberley region of Western Australia over two breeding seasons,
and contrast our findings with studies on populations occupying different habitat. We
found that many aspects of Crimson Finch breeding biology were consistent across site
and studies. However, in our populations, adult survival was lower and group sizes were
larger than has been reported elsewhere. We also examined age and sex differences in
nestling care and found that older males feed at the highest rate. Finally, we found that the
area of breeding habitat was not related to colony size, suggesting that Crimson Finches do
not nest colonially because of habitat limitation. Rather we suggest that Crimson Finch
colonies form as a ‘byproduct’ of habitat preference.

INTRODUCTION
In order to ensure the long-term survival of species in the face of ecological threats such as
altered fire regimes, climate change, and landscape fragmentation, it is important that we
have an understanding of their biology in the wild. In particular, an in-depth knowledge of
breeding systems can help us predict how populations might respond to these threats and
ultimately have a direct influence on future management plans. However, species often
show large amounts of variation in basic biology at different scales, from among
individuals in a population to between populations across a species range (Lambrechts et
al. 1997). Investigating natural variation between populations enables us to examine the
factors that influence the fitness consequences of life-history and behavioural decisions.
This approach can lead to critical insights into adaptive life history traits that are closely
linked with fitness (e.g. Blondel et al. 1999, Lambrechts et al. 1997).
Finches of the family Estrildidae, otherwise known as grassfinches, are widespread across
the Australasian region, including the tropics, Tasmania, and in the arid zone (Forshaw
and Shephard 2012). Despite this wide distribution, for many grassfinch species, most of
our knowledge comes from aviculture where birds have been selectively bred in captivity
and provided with ample resources for many generations. The Zebra Finch (Taeniopygia
16
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guttata) in particular has rapidly become the most important captive model passerine
system (Griffith and Buchanan 2010). However captive observations may not accurately
represent how birds behave in a natural setting, and our knowledge of these species in the
wild remains limited. For example, the few studies that have investigated provisioning
rates (as a measure of parental care) in granivorous species have primarily focused on
captive populations (e.g. zebra finches; Lemon and Barth 1992, Royle et al. 2006).
However, Gilby et al. (2011) found that nest provisioning rates were much higher in
captive compared to wild zebra finches. This suggests that relying solely on captive
populations for life history data can be misleading and that studies on wild populations
are essential. In addition, wild populations may also show pronounced differences, but for
many species our knowledge of their behaviour in the wild is restricted to just one
population.
Crimson Finches (Neochmia phaeton) are an Estrildid finch native to northern Australia
and are a good example of how relying on observations in captivity can lead to an
incomplete picture of a species life-history. Crimson Finches are habitat specialists
requiring areas with Pandanus trees, tall seeding grasses such as Chionachne cyathopoda
and fresh surface water (Dorricott and Garnett 2006; Higgins et al. 2006; Milenkaya et al.
2011, Houston and Black 2014). Immelmann (1982) noted that they are more reliant on
surface water than other grassfinches. Species that are habitat specialists, especially those
that are sedentary, are particularly vulnerable to landscape modifications such as habitat
degradation from increased grazing pressure and changes to fire regimes (Clavel et al.
2011). Crimson Finches are no exception and have experienced a substantial reduction in
range over the last century (Houston and Black 2016). Without a thorough understanding
of the ecology and habitat requirements of any species, it is extremely difficult to account
for population declines, and to mitigate further range reductions
Captive crimsons finches are highly aggressive, yet in the wild they are considered highly
social, living year-round in colonies (Forshaw and Shephard 2012). Outwardly this seems
contradictory. There are three general hypotheses to explain the formation of breeding
colonies (described in Mikami 2006); The ‘limitation of breeding site’ hypothesis suggests
aggregations occur because suitable breeding sites are limited; the ‘economic framework’
hypothesis, where by individuals gain a benefit from breeding in a group, and the
‘byproduct framework’ in which colonial breeding occurs as a consequence of other
decisions such as habitat preference or sexual selection. It is possible that Crimson Finch
habitat preferences could be important in explaining the apparent contradictory pattern of
17
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aggression and penchant for colony life, but this has not yet been explored. Here we
describe the ecology of a population of free-living Crimson Finches in the eastern
Kimberley region of Western Australia. We consider breeding biology, morphology and
habitat use as well as providing comparisons with other populations of Crimson Finches
from data presented by Todd (2002) and Milenkaya et al. (2011).

METHODS
Study Species
Crimson Finches occur across the tropical savannahs of northern Australia (Figure 1a).
The nominate species (N.p.phaeton or black-bellied Crimson Finch) spans Western
Australia, the Northern Territory and Queensland, while the subspecies (N.p.evangelinae
or white-bellied Crimson Finch) is confined to Cape York and is listed as threatened
(Figure 1a). They are considered sedentary with small local movements; long distance
dispersal is considered difficult because of their small wing : body length ratio compared
to other species of finches (Higgins et al. 2006). Crimson Finches exhibit sexually
dimorphic plumage with sexes easily distinguished in the field (Figure 2) and also show
age-related plumage differences into their first breeding season (Milenkaya et al. 2011). As
with other Australasian finches, Crimson Finches are primarily granivores, although a
proportion of their diet also consists of insects (Todd et al. 2003).
Study Area
We monitored Crimson Finch groups (nominate race N.p.phaeton) between the towns of
Wyndham (15.49oS, 128.12oE) and Kununurra (15.77oS, 128.74oE) in North Western
Australia over two years (2013 and 2014, Figure 1b). In this region, the nesting substrate
Crimson Finches prefer, Pandanus spiralis trees, grow primarily on floodplains close to
permanent, open water sources (e.g. rivers or natural springs). This is in contrast with a
previous study detailing Crimson Finch breeding, which focused on populations that
primarily breed in Pandanus growing in a continuous band along rivers (e.g. Milenkaya et
al. 2011). This clumping of nesting habitat allowed us to monitor discrete colonies of birds.
A colony was defined as being all birds that occurred within a discrete area of Pandanus
vegetation. Breeding typically occurs in the first half of the year, corresponding to the
tropical wet season. The timing of breeding has been reported to follow rainfall patterns
(Todd 2002, Milenkaya et al. 2011, Houston and Black 2014). Climate data was collected
from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, daily weather observations (Wyndham;
18
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station number 001006 and Kununurra; station number 002656). Rainfall from November
to April (the wet season) was also very different for each year; 2013 - 696.7ml and 2014 1252.9ml (Australian Bureau of Meteorology). Fire could have a major impact on Crimson
Finch populations; all sites had been affected by dry season fire in either 2011 or 2012,
and six sites were also burnt in August and September 2013.
We quantified preferred breeding habitat by calculating both the size and the density of
Crimson Finch preferred nesting habitat, Pandanus trees. We recorded GPS locations of
nesting sites (Garmin etrex20) and used these to create minimum area polygons of nesting
habitat coverage (ArcGIS 10.1). To measure of Pandanus density, we physically counted
the number of Pandanus trees in each area and calculated the number of Pandanus divided
by area size (from GPS data).
Morphology and population dynamics
From January - May 2013 and January - April 2014 we intensely monitored the breeding of
12 groups, as well as surveying two additional neighbouring groups (14 total) for one
week in the non-breeding season in both years (Figure 1b). Adults and juvenile Crimson
Finches were caught in mist nets and banded with individually numbered metal bands
from the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme (ABBBS) and a unique combination of
three colour bands for individual recognition in the field. At the time of banding we
checked for evidence of a brood patch, and measured mass (± 0.01 g), wing, tarsus and bill
length and depth (± 0.01 mm) of adult birds. Adult birds were aged as either in their first
breeding season (2) or older (2+), based on known ages (re-capture data) and the
presence of juvenile primary covert feathers (as described in Milenkaya et al. 2011).
Group size was calculated from the number of adults caught in a group as well as an
estimate of unbanded adults seen nesting in each area.
Nesting and parental care
We located nests by following birds to their nest sites and searching Pandanus trees for
active nests. Pandanus constitutes the main nesting habitat for Crimson Finches across
most of their range (Pandanus spiralis, Verbeek et al. 1993, Todd 2002, Milenkaya et al.
2011). Pandanus trees are palm-like structures with long rigid leaves arranged in a spiral
pattern and edged with spines. Nests were monitored regularly for the duration of the
nesting period and were considered lost to predation if all of the contents disappeared and
the nest was no longer being attended by adult birds (see Young et al. 2017 for further
details on nest predation). Nestlings were banded at approximately 12-14 days old with a
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numbered ABBBS band and two colour bands, measurements of tarsus and total head
length (± 0.01mm), and mass (± 0.01g) were also taken at banding. Brood size was
calculated as the number of eggs that hatched; nestlings were aged as days since hatching
if known, or age was estimated using size and feather growth. We investigated nestling
provisioning rates (feeds/hour) by setting up video cameras 4-8 metres from nests for one
to four hours at a time. Every time a bird entered the nest was considered a feeding visit
except if birds were seen carrying out other duties such as delivering nesting material
(feathers or grass).
Analysis and Statistics
All statistics were carried out in R (R Development Core Team 2014) using the package
‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2014). Variables were first standardised using the rescale function in
‘arm’ (Gelman and Su 2014). Sex differences in morphological measurements (wing,
tarsus, bill and mass) were tested for using t-tests. All means are presented as mean ±
standard error (S.E.).
To investigate the factors that might influence feeding rates we used a generalised linear
mixed model (GLMM) with feeding rate as the response variable and nestling age, brood
size, and the age and sex category of adult birds (young male, older male, young female,
older female) as predictors. Nest ID was included as a random variable to account for the
fact that both males and females from the same nest are included in the same analysis. To
select the most parsimonious model we ranked all possible combinations of variables by
the Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc, Grueber et al.
2011), which were obtained using the package ‘AICcmodavg’ (Mazerolle 2013). Models
with lower AICc values are better supported by the data and only models with ΔAICc <2
were retained. 95% Confidence intervals (CI’s) of estimates of individual predictor
variables were used as indicators of each parameters importance in each model.

RESULTS
Morphology and population dynamics
In total 400 adults and juveniles and 284 nestlings were banded over the two years. Males
were on average bigger than females in all measurements (wing, tail, tarsus, bill length
and bill depth (p=<0.001)) except mass (Table 1). However, the range of values for males
and females almost completely overlapped for all measurements. Colony size ranged from
5 to 74 birds and was higher in 2013 (average 27.8±5.43) than 2014 (19.5±5.67) although
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not significantly so (t=1.14, df=18.20, p=0.27). Capture rates indicate that the proportion
of first year to older birds varied between years with groups in 2014 having a higher
proportion of younger birds (38% in 2013; 62% in 2014) Of the three colonies in which
we are most confident the majority of birds were recorded in both years, just 46 of the 206
adults banded in 2013 were resighted in 2014 (22%). Just one adult male was found to
have a brood patch while more than two-thirds of females caught in the breeding season
had a developing or receding brood patch.
Nesting and parental care
Nests were built exclusively by males with grass and strips of dead Pandanus, lined with
feathers and snake skin. Females were occasionally seen arranging material delivered by
males (n=5) but never directly contributing material. Males continued to make
adjustments to nests throughout the nesting period. Nesting commenced in December in
both years; nest searching and monitoring began in the first week of January, nests found
at this time often contained eggs but no fledglings were seen until the end of January. The
peak of breeding occurred from late January to March of both years (Figure 3) with 82% of
nests initiated in this period. We found 56% fewer nests in January to March 2014 (71
nests) than in the same period in 2013 (156 nests) despite the same search effort. On
average, nest height was 2.20±0.09 (range 0.5 to 9m). Adults paired assortatively
according to age; the majority of pairs being made up of birds of similar age (47 of 71
pairs). Pairs of mixed ages were usually an older male paired with a first-year female (22
of 24 pairs), females were older than their pair male in two of 71 nests.
Clutch sizes ranged from 1 to 7 eggs (n=182), although clutches of 7 were only found in
2013. The mean number of eggs per nest was similar between the two years (2013;
5.20±0.17, 2014; 5.36±0.09) (t=0.80, df=115.75, p=42). Hatching success (in nests where
at least one egg hatched) ranged from 33-100% but was on average 92% (n=96). Brood
size was similar between years (2013; 5.07±0.17, 2014; 5.02±0.14, t=0.20, df=83.32,
p=0.84). Of monitored nests where at least one egg was laid (n=182), 34.6% fledged one
or more young successfully and daily nest survival was 0.97 (see Young et al. 2017).
On average, nestlings were fed 1.12 ± 0.1 times per hour (range 0.34 - 4.0). This was not
affected by the age of the nestlings but it was influenced by the size of the brood (Figure
4a) as well as the age and sex of the adult birds (Table 2, n=50). Four models were found
to have an AICc < 2 including the null model, suggesting that support for these effects are
weak, but is likely to be influenced by the relatively small sample size. Older males fed
more frequently than any other age class (Figure 4b). Although brood patches were absent
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for males, both sexes brooded the young and the average time spent at the nest was 3
minutes 51 seconds for females (n= 56) and 3 minutes 56 seconds for males (n=56) per
visit.
Habitat and colonial breeding
We assembled information on group size and habitat variables for 12 areas in 2013 and 8
areas in 2014. Areas of breeding habitat (Pandanus strands) ranged in size from 0.05 ha to
22.8 ha with a mean of 55865m2 ± 24261m2. The number of Pandanus ranged from 32 to
5179 (mean 1078 ± 454). The size of the area calculated as breeding habitat using GPS
data was related to the number of Pandanus trees (Pearson’s correlation r=0.9, d.f. 10, pvalue=<0.01). Pandanus tree stand density ranged from 0.10 to 0.61 trees per m2 (mean
0.31 ± 0.05). There was no relationship between group size and Pandanus density
(Pearson’s correlation 2013; r=0.26, d.f. 10, p=0.4 and 2014; r=-0.12, d.f. 10, p=0.7) or area
(Pearson’s correlation 2013; r=0.06, d.f. 10, p=0.8 and 2014; r=0.4, d.f. 10, p=0.2).
However, there was a positive trend between group size and number of Pandanus in 2014
(Pearson’s correlation 2013; r=0.2, d.f. 10, p=0.5 and 2014; r=0.5, d.f. 10, p=0.08).

DISCUSSION
We examined the morphology, population structure, reproduction and aspects of
coloniality of the group living Crimson Finch. While a selection of these factors have been
investigated in Crimson Finch colonies previously, our study examines details of breeding
ecology in divergent ecological conditions from previous studies and addresses colony
formation. We found that some aspects of the breeding biology were stable while other
aspects show variability. We also add to the limited number of studies that examine
nestling provisioning rates in free-living granivorous species.
Morphology and population dynamics
We found that on average males were larger than females but that the range of the traits
measured overlapped completely, which aligns with previous work in other populations of
this species (Milenkaya et al. 2011, Higgins et al. 2006). We found just one male of the 152
males of breeding age that were captured, who appeared to have a brood patch. The
presence (or absence) of male brood patches is rarely published. However, despite the
majority of Estrildid males contributing to incubation, male brood patches are not present
in this group. In fact, it has been suggested that a true brood patch is completely absent in
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all Estrildids (Eisner 1960). The reasons for, and impacts of, a lack of brood patch on
incubation are not clear. Auer et al. (2007) found that male chestnut-vented tit-babblers
(Parisoma subcaeruleum) do not possess a brood patch and incubate eggs at a higher
temperature than females. On the other hand, Hill et al. (2014) suggested that a brood
patch meant female zebra finches were better able to respond to changes in incubation
demand than their male counterparts. The underlying factors influencing sex differences
in brood patch on incubation behaviour is still an open question.
The number of adults resighted between years was low, with just 22% of adults banded in
2013 were resighted in 2014. However, adult survival in Crimson Finches in other
populations has previously been reported as much higher; 70-96% (Milenkaya et al.
2011). In that study, apparent adult survival was estimated over a longer period using
survival models. Although our resighting estimate is not directly comparable with this
study, it is unmistakably lower. This difference in survival estimates may be a function of
the lower rainfall in 2013 promoting low survival over the dry season when food is
already limited, or a reflection of the denser and wetter habitat occupied by the population
studied by Milenkaya et al. (2011). Our estimates are more on par with that reported for
zebra finches, where the annual adult survival has been reported at 21% between years
(Yom-Tov et al. 1992). Due to the low adult survival between the two years, and high
number of nests in 2013, the proportion of first year breeders in the population was more
than 20% higher in 2014. This occurred despite overall group sizes being lower in the
same year and reflects the high number of nests found in 2013.
Nesting and parental care
The rates of nesting success seen in this study (34.6%) are comparable to that found in a
nearby population (28.8%; Soanes et al. 2015) and is also similar to other finches in the
region (e.g. long-tailed finches, Poephila acuticauda, 33%, van Rooij and Grifﬁth 2011). As
with long-tailed and zebra finches (Zann 1994, van Rooij and Grifﬁth 2011), Crimson Finch
pairs that were successful in fledging any young often succeeded in raising the whole
brood (53 of 67 nests). This suggests that predation and not resource limitation is the
main source of nest failure in these species (Young et al. 2017).
The peak of breeding (measured as number of nests initiated) in this study corresponds
with that recorded by Todd (2002). However, it is slightly earlier than that described for
other finches in the same region (long-tailed finch; van Rooij and Grifﬁth 2011, Gouldian
finch; Brazill-Boast et al. 2013a), suggesting that these species rely on different grasses
seeding at different times as primary food forces during the breeding season. As observed
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in previous studies, our populations breeding activity appeared to correlate with rainfall
patterns, with most nests initiated around the peak of the wet season (Figure 2, Todd et al.
2003, Milenkaya et al. 2011). This is expected, Crimson Finches are reliant on grass seed, a
resource that is very seasonal in the monsoonal tropics (Woinarski and Tidemann 1992).
However, contrary to expectations, the year with the highest rainfall (2014) also had the
lower number of nests found, correlating with a lower group size for all groups that year.
This suggests that low rainfall (as observed in 2013) or the timing of rainfall, may create a
lag-effect in food availability. For example, Sorghum, a critical food source for breeding
Gouldian finches, requires high rainfall until the end of January. As a result, differences in
the timing of rainfall can affect seed yield and ultimately reproductive output (Andrew and
Mott 1983, Tidemann et al. 1999). Subsequent impacts on adult survival over the dry
season, may also cause lower group reproductive effort in the breeding season.
Addressing this question requires a more detailed study of diet and long-term monitoring
of breeding and seasonal changes.
The majority of studies investigating provisioning as a measure of parental care focus on
insectivorous species, with few reports for granivores (Stoehr et al. 2001). Feeding rates
for Crimson Finches have not been reported before. Our results (1.12±0.1 per hour) are
comparable to those reported for wild Gouldian finches (1.0±0.09, Brazill-Boast et al.
2013b), but higher than those reported for wild zebra finches (0.8±0.07, Gilby et al. 2011).
We found no relationship between nestling age and feeding rate, as is often found in
studies investigating provisioning at the nest. It is possible that sample size was too small
and variation too great to pick up an effect, however other studies in granivores have also
failed to find an influence of nestling age on feeding rates (e.g. house sparrows; Ringsby et
al. 2009). This may be because the majority of studies to date have investigated
provisioning in insectivores, who can only deliver one or two food items at a time.
Granivores carry food in their crops, so the amount can vary greatly and cannot be
assessed from a distance (Gilby et al. 2011). It is possible that the amount of food
delivered may differ more with nestling age than provisioning rates as smaller nestlings
also have smaller crops. We did however find that broods of five and six nestlings were fed
more frequently than those of three and four nestlings. This suggests that Crimson Finches
are sensitive to the needs of their brood and can adjust their behaviour accordingly.
Although considerable research has been dedicated to reproductive effort in relation to
age and sex of breeding birds (such as timing of breeding, reproductive success, foraging
skills), very little attention has been given to the influence of these demographics on
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parental care (McGraw et al. 2001). We found that older males (those in their second
breeding season or beyond) fed at a higher rate than any other age/sex category, while
adult females fed at the lowest rate. Few studies have investigated the interaction between
age and sex in terms of parental provisioning effort, however those that have, have found
mixed results (McGraw et al. 2001, Mariette and Griffith 2012). In terms of reproductive
investment literature, life-history theory predicts that investment will increase with age,
as survival and probability of future reproduction decrease (Stearns 1992). Our findings
agree with this theory for male provisioning but not for females. McGraw et al. (2001)
suggest an alternative theory in which males may be sensitive to the provisioning rates of
their partners. Female provisioning rates may be condition dependant, with younger
females providing food at higher (although also highly variable) rates. Alternatively, adult
females may make fewer visits to the nest but deliver more food per trip than their male
counterparts.
Habitat and colonial breeding
Colonial breeding is often associated with benefits resulting from aggregation, such as
reduced predation risk. Immelmann (1982) described Crimson Finches as the least social
of all Australian grassfinches, while simultaneously noting that they breed colonially
throughout their range. These seemingly contradictory statements may simply reflect the
fact that Crimson Finches aggregate due to habitat preferences, rather than as a
consequence of the benefits of group living. Groups of Crimson Finches in this study
appeared to be stable in terms of size and membership throughout the wet and dry
seasons with birds only dispersing as juveniles before their first breeding attempt
(Chapter 3). We observed no instances of allopreening or other pair bonding behaviour,
with all social interactions witnessed being aggressive or sexual in nature (displacement,
chasing, pecking, grappling, or courting). Furthermore, birds receive no protection from
nest predation as a result of group living (Chapter 2). Our group sizes are much larger than
those previously reported by Milenkaya et al. (2011), Higgins et al. (2006) and Houston
and Black (2016), who described groups of up to 20 birds. This is likely to be driven by
differences in habitat type or possibly by different definitions of group affiliation. In our
population, a colony was defined as being all birds that occurred within a discrete area of
Pandanus vegetation separated from the next patch by uninhabitable habitat (open
savannah), whereas previous studies have occurred in more continuous habitat and are
likely to have defined groups as feeding flocks. For example, the population monitored by
Milenkaya et al. (2011) occupies the narrow riparian zone and so forms one long
population within which birds may form smaller groups. Additionally, within this
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population Milenkaya et al. (2011) records birds nesting very closely together, <1m in
some cases. In our population, the average distance between nests was 20m (Young et al.
2015), creating a very different social dynamic and is likely to make defining a group more
difficult. Differences between populations in habitat use such as this, can help us
understand the evolution and maintenance of colonial breeding in birds. We found that
group size was not linked to the size or density of the available breeding habitat,
suggesting that in this part of their range, breeding habitat is not a limiting factor for
group size. This does not preclude the fact that other habitat requirements such as food or
water availability could influence settlement patterns. Additionally, nesting in close
proximity to other Crimson Finches has been shown to increase nest predation (Chapter
2). Rather we suggest that, Crimson Finches are forced to breed in close proximity to one
another because their combined habitat requirements (Pandanus, surface water and rank
grasses), occur in aggregations. This supports the ‘byproduct framework’ which suggests
that colonial breeding can occur as a byproduct of other decisions such as habitat choice
or sexual selection (Danchin and Wagner 1997, Wagner et al. 2000).
Here we have described the ecology and breeding biology of Crimson Finches in the east
Kimberley of Western Australia. The information presented indicates that although there
are similarities in breeding biology between Crimson Finch populations, there are
potentially important differences in the way Crimson Finches organise themselves socially
and geographically in divergent habitat structures. These differences alongside the
information presented in Chapter 2, can potentially help explain the evolution of colonial
breeding in this species, as well as having potential implications for ecosystem
management by helping us understand the drivers of group living.
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a)

b)

Figure 1.a) Distribution of crimson finches in Australia (based on map in Todd et al.
2003). Pale red areas represent the nominate race N.p.phaeton and orange areas denote
the restricted range of the subspecies N.p.evangelinae. The red rectangle represents the
site covered in this study b) The study site covers the 100km stretch between Kununurra
and Wyndham in the western Kimberley. Field sites are signified by a red cross. Figure 1b
not to scale.
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Figure 2. Males (a) are largely red with grey crowns and black plumage extending from
between their legs part way up the chest. In contrast, females (b) are primarily brown
with red faces, rumps and varying amounts of red on the wings. Juvenile birds (c) are
brown all over except for a red rump and often a small amount of red on the wings. They
maintain a fleshy gape for approximately three weeks after fledging and develop a red bill
shortly after this.
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on raw data ± s.e.).
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Table 1. Results of t-tests comparing morphological measurements for males and female
adults and the average of measurements for males (n=144) and females (n=96) and their
standard errors.

Wing

Tail

Male (±SE)

53.4±0.12

Female (±SE)
T-value

Bill

Bill

Length

Depth

Tarsus

Mass

67.7±0.38 10.6±0.03 8.0±0.02

17.6±0.04

9.6±0.05

52.3±0.15

64.2±0.40 10.3±0.03 7.7±0.03

17.4±0.06

10.2±0.09

-6.82

-6.73

-6.02

-8.00

-2.82

5.41

(male|female)

141 | 96

140 | 94

141 | 96

141 | 96

142 | 96

135 | 91

p-value

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.005

<0.001

Sample Size

Table 2. All models with ΔAICc<2, investigating the influences on feeding rates. Variables
where the confidence intervals do not cross 0 (indicating importance in the model) are
highlighted in bold.
Model Variable

Estimate ±

df

AICc ΔAICc Weight

5

97.9

4

97.1

0.23

0.20

4

97.3

0.40

0.19

3

97.6

0.70

0.16

SE
1

Intercept

0.03±0.12

Brood size

0.34±0.21

Adult Sex

0.40±0.24

0.23

& Age
2

3

Intercept

0.04±0.11

Brood size

0.36±0.21

Intercept

0.01±0.13

Adult Sex

0.36±0.23

& Age
4

Intercept

0.03±0.12
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Nest predation avoidance

Olive python (Liasis olivaceus) exiting a finch nest
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Natal dispersal between breeding colonies

Juvenile crimson finch male
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ABSTRACT
Dispersal is an important driving factor for genetic diversity, community dynamics and
species distribution in all organisms. Natal dispersal, where individuals leave the group or
territory they were born into, represents the only long distance movement undertaken in
many species, meaning it has important repercussions for how species respond to
environmental change and for maintaining genetic variation. Each dispersal decision can
be viewed as a two-step process: a decision about whether to stay in the natal site and a
decision about where to go. This study explores patterns of natal dispersal in crimson
finches (Neochmia phaeton). Previously the dispersal capability of crimson finches has
been assumed to be limited, however we find movements of up to 10km from the natal
area. Birds were only seen to leave their natal groups prior to their first breeding season,
after which they remained in the same group. The primary influence on both the decision
to leave the natal group, and where to settle, was related to the adult sex ratio of the
colony. Individuals of both sexes were more likely to leave groups with a more malebiased sex ratio and travelled longer distances to settle in groups with a more even sex
ratio. Dispersing individuals also moved further to settle in groups that were larger than
their own. We found no evidence for an influence of intrinsic factors such as body size and
hatch date on dispersal probability. Although sex was not an influence on the likelihood a
bird would leave a group, we found that males that dispersed were more successful at
finding a mate than those who remained in the natal group. This study highlights the
importance of investigating patterns of natal dispersal to understand ecological pressures
in wild populations.

INTRODUCTION
Natal dispersal is the movement of young birds from the place of hatching to the place of
first reproduction. Not all individuals move when they reach independence, but for those
that do, it is often the greatest movement they will make. It is therefore central in setting
and maintaining levels of genetic diversity, community dynamics and species distributions
(Greenwood 1980, reviewed in Bowler and Benton 2005). Understanding species’
dispersal patterns can also help in predicting how species may respond to environmental
variability and improve management of natural populations (Le Gaillard et al. 2012,
Thomas et al. 1998, Ronce 2007).
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While dispersal has a clear role in driving ecological and evolutionary patterns, there is
still much debate about the decisions that lead to natal dispersal versus philopatry (Bonte
et al. 2012, Brown 2016). One complexity is that there are many dispersal triggers and it is
likely that a combination of triggers underlies the decision to disperse versus stay (Bonte
et al. 2012, Rollins et al. 2012). For example, inbreeding avoidance, competition for
resources and environmental unpredictability have all been identified as influencing an
individual’s decision to disperse (Hamilton and May 1977, Clobert et al. 2012, Duputié and
Massol 2013). Moreover, while there are obvious potential benefits to natal dispersal, such
as incest avoidance, the costs of dispersal can also be high. Individuals may pay high
energetic costs for long distance movements, dispersal takes time that could have been
invested in other activities, and there is often an increased risk of predation for dispersers
(reviewed in Bonte et al. 2012). Accordingly, studies of dispersal behaviour need to
consider how both the costs and benefits of a particular strategy influence individual
decisions.
Dispersal decisions can be viewed as a two-step process: a decision about whether to stay
in the natal site and a decision about where to go (Ferero et al. 1999, Fernández-Chacón et
al. 2013). Decisions made at these stages depend on both extrinsic and intrinsic factors
(Rémy et al. 2014). Extrinsic factors include influences that affect all individuals in a
group, such as population density, habitat and environmental cues, sex ratio and social
dynamics (Bowler and Benton 2005, Clobert et al. 2009, Baguette et al. 2014). In contrast,
intrinsic influences are specific to the individual and can include factors such as body
condition, sex, development and parental influences (Ims and Hjermann 2001, Greenwood
1980, Massot et al. 2002, Bernard and McCauley 2008).
Despite the importance of understanding the ecological and evolutionary significance of
natal dispersal, dispersal, by its very nature, is often difficult to observe (Sharp et al. 2008,
Rollins et al. 2012). In particular, there have been relatively few studies of dispersal in
group-living, non-cooperative systems (Hatchwell 2009, Lee et al. 2010). Yet, the factors
that influence dispersal decisions in these systems may be very different than those in in
cooperative groups or territorial pairs. Here we address this gap by quantifying dispersal
in a population of group living crimson finches (Neochmia phaeton), a grassfinch
(Estrildidae) native to Northern Australia.
To date, few studies have investigated dispersal in Australasian Estrildid finches, but those
few have dramatically altered our views of the social organisation of these species. For
example, Zann and Runciman’s (1994) study of zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) found
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that permanent breeding groups thought to be made up of resident birds were in fact
dynamic open colonies made up of highly mobile individuals. More recently, Lewis and
Leyrer (2015) have suggested changing the classification of star finches (Neochmia
ruficauda) from “resident with some local movement” to “highly mobile within a limited
range” after finding that individuals utilize a home range of up to 100 square kilometres.
Crimson finches live in year-round colonies and are thought to have limited dispersal
capabilities because of their relatively small wing to body size ratio (Higgins et al. 2006),
yet to date no study has attempted to investigate dispersal in this species. Records from
the Australian Bird and Bat Banding scheme show that from 1985 to 2008, 570 recoveries
were made from 1432 banded crimson finches, all within 2km of the banding site
(Forshaw and Shephard 2012). However, this is more likely to reflect the fact that
attempts to recover banded birds are often only made at the site of banding, rather than
being a true reflection of the species ecology. A previous study (Milenkaya et al. 2011)
suggested that crimson finches have a relatively high probability of survival from fledging
to independence but did not follow individuals post-independence. Here we describe both
emigration and settlement patterns in crimson finches and discuss the individual
decisions that affect both these processes.

METHODS
Study site and species
All fieldwork was conducted in the East Kimberley region of Western Australia between
the towns of Wyndham (15.49oS, 128.12oE) and Kununurra (15.77oS, 128.74oE) between
January 2013 and October 2014. In this region, crimson finches live in discreet groups
separated from each other by up to 30km. In total we monitored 14 colonies of between 5
and 74 individuals. The breeding system is briefly described here as it is described in
detail elsewhere (see Chapter 1, Young et al. 2017). Males and females are not reliably size
dimorphic but do display sexually dimorphic plumage with males being almost completely
red while females are largely brown with red faces and rump. Crimson finches breed
colonially in the tropical wet season with males building nests exclusively but both
members of the pair incubate and provision nestlings. Nestlings remain in the nest for
approximately 21 days after hatching and are fed by both adults as fledglings for a further
21 to 41 days after which they are considered to be independent (42-63 days old,
Milenkaya et al. 2011). Here we consider juveniles to be resident in a group if they were
recaptured or resighted there more than 50 days after fledging (>70 days old).
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Data collection
For individual recognition, birds were banded with a unique combination of three colour
bands, as well as a numbered metal band from the Australian Bird and Bat Banding
Scheme. All birds were banded as either nestlings or caught in mist nets as fledglings,
providing accurate estimates of age. When banding individuals, we also collected
measurements of tarsus size (±0.01mm) as an index of overall skeletal body size. Hatch
day was either known or calculated retrospectively based on morphology (size, mass and
feather development). The age of unknown juveniles was estimated from the presence of a
fleshy cream coloured gape and colour of the beak. Group size and group sex ratio was
estimated from the number of adult birds caught or sighted (at nests, waterholes or
feeding areas) within the group over the breeding season, a new estimate was made each
season. Individuals that were first captured as dependant juveniles (those with a black bill
and yellow, fleshy gape present) were considered natal, while older, potentially
independent juveniles (a small or absent gape and red bill) were excluded from the
analysis because they may have dispersed into the group (i.e. post-natal dispersal). For
each individual banded, Julian day of hatching was calculated as the number of days since
December 1st of each year, as no nests were known to hatch earlier than this. Re-sightings
of individuals at each colony were collated from recaptures in mist nets or during
observations at nests, natural water points or artificial feeding stations where colour
combinations were recorded or photographed. Birds that were seen to disperse were
assigned a value of 1, while those that remained in their natal group were assigned 0.

Factors affecting natal dispersal
(a) Extrinsic influences
To determine which extrinsic factors affected the decision to stay or go, we fitted a
binomial model that included hatch day, year, natal group size, natal group sex ratio, sex
and the interaction between sex and group size, as well as sex and group sex ratio. Brood
ID was fitted as a random factor to account for birds that fledged from the same nest (e.g.
genetic basis for dispersal, Pasinelli et al. 2004). We predicted individuals hatched earlier
in the year might be more inclined to leave the group both because they have more
opportunity to do so while conditions are still favourable (i.e. before the dry season) and
because they may be pushed out by adult birds. We also predicted that there would be
more pressure to leave bigger groups and/or those with male biased sex ratios because of
aggressive behaviour associated with adult males (Young et al. 2016). Alternatively,
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individuals might seek to leave a group where the sex ratio was biased towards their own
sex in order to seek better breeding opportunities. For this reason, we also included sex
and tested for interactions between sex and group size, as well as sex and group sex ratio.
The year birds dispersed in was included to account for differences in conditions (e.g.
rainfall) between the two years (see Chapter 1).
(b) Intrinsic influences
To determine which intrinsic factors affected the decision to stay or go, we fitted a second
binomial model using a subset of data including only birds with complete information
from in the nest (e.g. excluding those without size measurements or unknown brood sex
ratios). Predictors included skeletal size, brood size, brood sex ratio, hatch day and hatch
year. As with the previous model, brood ID was fitted as a random variable. We predicted
that adults would be less tolerant of juveniles if they had a second brood, so included
whether or not the parents re-nested in the model (re-nest Y/N). We also predicted that
bigger individuals would be more likely to leave the natal group, to investigate this we
used the residuals from a regression between tarsus size and age as an index of skeletal
size. Brood size and brood sex ratio were included as additional variables, as the presence
and sex of siblings has, in some species, been shown to impact the likelihood of dispersal
(e.g. Dale 2010). To obtain brood sex ratios, nestlings were sexed using sex-linked markers
3007, 2987 and 3112 (Fridolfsson and Ellegren 1999) following methods described in
Gilby et al. (2011). Hatch day and year were included to explore for possible interactions
with other variables in the models as described above.

Factors influencing where to settle
To investigate which factors affect the dispersal distance, we fitted a generalized linear
model (GLMM) exploring the differences between the natal group and the group birds
decided to disperse into. Because distances between groups were fixed distances rather
than a continuous variable we used a Poisson error distribution and included brood ID as
a random variable. As explanatory variables we fitted year, hatch day and sex as well as
the differences between natal group size and natal sex ratio and these variables in the
group the bird settled in. We chose to use the difference between these variables as it is
unlikely they will be independent of each other. Additionally, we predicted that birds that
hatch earlier in the year are more likely to disperse, and will disperse further either
because of pressure from adults in the group if resources are limited, or because they
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enjoy more favourable conditions for longer (grass seed and water availability) than those
that hatch later in the season and may be more likely to survive long distance dispersal.
Breeding opportunities
In order to explore what benefits individuals may gain from philopatry or dispersal, we
considered whether dispersers were more likely to find mates, allowing them to establish
a nest in their first year. We also investigated which birds filled breeding vacancies that
became available as a result of one breeder in an establish pair disappearing (presumed
dead). We also describe differences between brood, juvenile and adult sex ratios.
Model Fitting
For all analyses we adopted a multi-model inference approach to select the most
parsimonious model out of the set of models with all possible combinations of variables.
Models were ranked on the Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size
(AICc, Grueber et al. 2011), which were obtained using the package ‘AICcmodavg’
(Mazerolle 2013). Models with lower AICc values are better supported by the data. We
report the top models within two ΔAICc of the best supported model. 95% Confidence
intervals (CI’s) of estimates of individual predictor variables were used as indicators of
parameter importance. All statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.1.2 (R Development
Core Team 2014) using the package ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2014), all variables were first
standardised using ‘arm’ (Gelman and Su 2014).

RESULTS
In total, 69 juveniles were resighted more than 4 weeks after banding (37 females, 32
males), a further 72 adults were resighted between years, however none were seen to
move between groups. The following analysis considers natal dispersal and includes only
juveniles (n = 66 individuals from 49 broods). Overall, resighting probability was low but
was slightly higher in 2013 (18%) than 2014 (16.5%). Of the juveniles that were
resighted, 25 (36.2% n= 10 males and 15 females) dispersed from their natal group, while
44 juveniles (63.8%, n=22 males and 22 females) remained philopatric.
Factors affecting natal dispersal
(a) Extrinsic influences
Of the extrinsic factors examined, group sex ratio had the largest influence on whether or
not birds dispersed from their natal group (Table 1). Individuals were more likely to leave
groups that had a higher proportion of adult males (Figure 1), regardless of their own sex.
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Birds were also more likely to leave their natal in groups in 2013 than in 2014. We found
no evidence that group size or hatch day influenced an individual’s decision to leave its
natal group as these variables were not associated with models of <2 ΔAICc (n=69). A full
list of models is provided in Table S1a.
(b) Intrinsic influences
There was no association between dispersal and body size (tarsus) or between dispersal
and any other variables measured (sex, hatch day, brood size, brood sex ratio or if parents
renested) (Table 1b). The top model in this group was found to be the null model (Table
1). A full list of models is provided in Table S1b.
Influences on where to settle
Of the dispersing juveniles (36.2%, n=25), dispersal distance was associated with both
group size and adult sex ratio, defined as the difference between the group size or adult
sex ratio of each bird’s natal group and that of the group it settled in (Table 2). Longer
dispersal distances were associated with dispersal to larger groups and those that had a
more even sex ratio (Figure 2). The year they moved was also shown to be important with
birds moving further in 2013 than 2014. There was no influence of sex or hatch day on
distance travelled. A full list of models is provided in Table S2.
Breeding opportunities
Of thirty-two birds banded in their first year and resighted in the second year, sixteen
dispersed and sixteen remained in their natal group (Table 3). Only one female was not
seen to nest while five males (35%) were without partners during the breeding season.
Males were more successful at acquiring a partner when they moved to a new group
(87%), relative to males that remained in their natal group (33%) (Table 3). When a
breeding position became available (one bird in a breeding pair disappeared) it was most
commonly filled by a bird already in the group. Thirteen of these positions became
available during the study, ten were for females, and eight of these were filled by females
already within the group (3 older birds who had also lost their previous partners and 5
first year birds). Of the males, one position was filled by a previously unknown male while
the other two were taken by an older male in the group.
Brood sex ratios at hatching ranged from all female to all male with an average of
0.47±0.03 (males to females). The female biased sex ratio continued into the juvenile stage
with 53% of resighted juveniles being females, both sex ratios of broods and juveniles
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were consistent across years. However, no breeding groups were found to have a female
biased adult sex ratio with the average being 0.55±0.01 (males per female, range 0.50 to
0.63).

DISCUSSION
This is the first study attempting to investigate dispersal in crimson finches and
demonstrates the longest recorded movement (10km) for this species to date. We
investigated aspects of the individual, the group they left and the group they joined in
order to determine what influenced the decision to stay or go prior to the first breeding
attempt. Of the 69 juveniles that were resighted more than 4 weeks after leaving the nest,
36.2% were resighted outside their natal group.
Factors affecting natal dispersal
(a) Extrinsic influences
We found that crimson finches of both sexes were more likely to leave groups that had an
adult male biased sex ratio. Crimson finches are known for their aggressive nature and
have been shown difficult to breed in captivity as males continuously harass females
(Strahan 1996, Forshaw and Shephard 2012). Wild female crimson finches may simply
decide to leave groups with a higher male-bias to avoid harassment. Another possibility is
that females are more likely to disperse regardless of sex ratio and that the observed effect
is driven by more males leaving male-biased groups; it is possible that the relatively
limited sample size of this study did not allow us to pick up the distinction. A drawback of
almost all dispersal studies is that if birds disperse outside of the study area they are not
likely to be resighted, although we surveyed areas not included in the main study, the
remoteness and scale of the region means we cannot not be sure if birds who were not
seen again died or dispersed.
The year birds dispersed in was also an important factor in dispersal probability with a
higher proportion of birds leaving their natal group in 2013 than in 2014. In general, we
found 2013 had lower rainfall and overall larger group sizes relative to 2014 (see Chapter
1). It is likely that this difference in rainfall could have influenced dispersal probabilities,
for example low rainfall in 2013 may have reduced dispersal pressure in 2014 by
negatively affecting survival over the dry (non-breeding) season. Additionally, the
probability of resighting an individual banded in 2013 was higher simply because there
was more opportunity to do so throughout the following year. In contrast, birds that
dispersed after the 2014 breeding season were only recorded up until October of that
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year. Despite observed aggression between adult and juvenile birds, hatch date did not
affect dispersal probability. Although crimson finches are not territorial, aggressive
behaviour is ubiquitous within groups, with younger individuals receiving the brunt of it
(C. M. Young, unpublished data). Age based dominance hierarchies are common in birds
(e.g. Balph et al. 1979, Edler and Friedl 2010), so rather than solely attempting to force
juveniles from the group, it is likely that adult birds are enforcing a dominance hierarchy.
(b) Intrinsic influences
Overall, we found no evidence of intrinsic influences on dispersal decisions (body size,
brood size, brood sex ratio and whether or not parents renested). Despite inclusion in all
three models, we did not find any sex-bias in crimson finch dispersal. This is unusual in
birds, although not unheard of. In avian systems, females typically disperse further and
more frequently, with males often remaining to defend a territory or resource patch
(Greenwood 1980). Crimson finches live in colonies and like many colonial species they
are not territorial, therefore young birds are not required to establish a breeding territory,
potentially reducing the costs of dispersal for males. However, while many colonial species
show a lack of sex-biased dispersal, others do not and in a review of sex-based dispersal in
102 species, Clarke et al. (1997) found no evidence that breeding system had an impact on
this aspect of dispersal. Although evidence for intrinsic influences such as body size are
evident in other studies, there are conflicting theories as to how they should influence
dispersal. While there is evidence to suggest that larger birds have higher dispersal
potential (e.g. Barbraud et al. 2003), there is almost as much evidence pointing to smaller
birds as primary dispersers due to their inability to compete with larger resident birds
(e.g. Hanski et al. 1991).
Factors influencing where to settle
In the current study, most birds moved to a group with a more even sex ratio and to
groups that were larger than their natal group. Many studies have shown that settlement
decisions can be dependent on origin rather than characteristics of the destination colony
(Fernández-Chacón et al. 2013). Although the differences in sex ratios were not large (sex
ratios ranged from 0.50 to 0.63), overall 84% of individuals dispersed into a group that
had a lower proportion of males than their natal group. This strategy may benefit both
male and female juvenile birds seeking refuge from aggressive adult males.
Group size was also shown to be important with birds being more likely to move into
groups that were larger than their natal group. It has previously been suggested that the
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presence of conspecifics may be used as an indicator of high quality habitat for dispersing
individuals (Danchin and Wagner 1997). Indeed, group size in this population has also
been shown to correlate with habitat area although not with breeding density (see
Chapter 1), so breeding space is not necessarily more limited in larger groups and the
presence of conspecifics may instead indicate plentiful resources.
Breeding opportunities
Overall it appears that female crimson finches are likely to gain a breeding position
regardless of whether they disperse or remain in their natal group, suggesting that there
are ample breeding opportunities for available for females. Conversely, male birds had an
increased chance of finding a mate if they left their natal group. Birds were observed to
mate assortatively according to age class with the majority of pairs being of similar age, or
with older males with younger females. This means that the only real option for a young
male is to find another young female. It is not known when crimson finches form pairs but
birds in juvenile plumage were seen to form close associations with birds they then bred
with in the following year (C. M. Young, pers. obs.). It is possible that many pairs may form
at this time and those who do not pair disperse in search of a mate.
In the current study, dispersal patterns in crimson finches appears to be largely driven by
skewed population sex ratios. Although we did not find a sex-biased dispersal pattern, we
did find that while adult sex ratios in all groups were skewed towards males, brood sexratios were female biased. It is possible that females may suffer from sex-biased dispersal
mortality (Bowler and Benton 2005). However, we also found the same level of female
skew in resighted juveniles. Additionally, we found that 10 of the 13 breeding positions
that became available after the first breeding season when one half of an established pair
disappeared, were for females. This suggests that adult mortality after the first breeding
season is skewed towards females and agrees with experiences in aviculture that show
that higher female mortality presumably linked to stress from breeding and harassment
from males (Forshaw and Shephard 2012). Therefore, dispersal of juvenile birds to groups
with a more even sex-ratio than their own may serve to limit the impact of this problem on
their first breeding season. The tendency for juveniles to move to larger groups with a
more even sex ratio than their own suggests they may be looking for a breeding
opportunity and goes some way towards explaining the evolution of group living in this
species.
In conclusion, we have shown that natal dispersal in crimson finches may have important
implications for group structure and genetic diversity, with juveniles moving longer
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distances than previously thought to find new groups. This is the first study to investigate
dispersal in crimson finches and as with studies on other Estrildid finches (e.g. Zann and
Runciman 1994, Lewis and Leyrer 2015) our results suggest much more frequent
movement of individuals and over longer distances, than was previously thought.
Although collecting this level of demographic information from wild populations is
difficult, identifying patterns of dispersal is important in understanding the ecological
influences that are vital for maintaining populations, especially in a fragmented landscape.
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Table 1: Influences on natal dispersal; output for generalized linear mixed models with
ΔAICc <2 (extrinsic n=69, intrinsic n=34). Confidence intervals for all variables do not
include 0, suggesting all variables are important in the final model.
Estimate ±SE*

AICc AICc weight

-7.2

3.5

73.6

0.22

Natal Sex ratio

28.4

11.5

Year

-16.7

9.6

Intercept

-8.4

2.6

37.1

0.27

Extrinsic Intercept

Intrinsic
*Standard Error

Table 2. Factors influencing how far birds moved once they decided to leave the natal
group. Results from generalized linear mixed models with ΔAICc <2 (n=25). Confidence
intervals for all variables do not include 0, suggesting all variables are important in the
final model.
Model

Variables

Estimate ± SE*

AICc

AICc weight

1

Intercept

8.1

0.2

435.7

0.45

Sex Ratio Difference

1.8

0.4

Group Size Difference

1.3

0.4

Year moved

1.3

0.5

* Standard Error

Table 3. The number of males and females that moved groups or remained in their natal
group and whether they found a partner and built a nest in their first breeding season.
Dispersed Remained
Male

Female

Nest

7

2

No nest

1

4

Total

8

6

Nest

7

10

No nest

1

0

Total

8

10
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Figure 1: Adult sex ratio of the natal group was the best predictor of whether or not young
birds dispersed. The solid line represents the values predicted by the model and the
dotted line represents standard error. The raw data is represented by circles with larger
circles indicating a larger collection of data points.

b)

a)

Figure 2: Differences in sex ratio (a) and group size (b) between the natal group and the
group each bird moved to were the best predictors of distance travelled. The solid lines
represent predicted values from the model while dotted lines show the standard error.
Circles represent the original data points with larger circles representing a cluster of data
points.
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Table S1a: Extrinsic influences on natal dispersal, model selection tables showing the top 20 models for each GLMM.
Intercept
-7.23
-7.48
-5.12
-6.94
-2.77
-10.36
-5.08
-7.79
-7.97
-14.27
-5.31
-7.11
-12.98
-5.14
-2.85
-2.79
-4.88
-11.14
-9.13
-5.10

Hatch Day

Group Size Natal
(GSN)

Sex
(Sx)
-0.84

-10.75
-3.96
2.13
-3.61

-0.27
2.13
2.12
1.79
-1.07
-0.50

-15.63
-17.78
-11.18
-11.54
-4.58
-21.50
-10.77

-5.05
-5.57
-9.24
-1.02
-0.88
-10.67
-0.29

0.17
-24.90

-10.52
-3.62
-0.05
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Sex Ratio Natal
(SxN)
28.40
29.46
20.71
25.51
11.84
38.63
11.88
27.21
23.19
44.21
21.31
26.01
33.45
20.57
12.31
12.02
10.74
26.52
35.56
11.91

Year

GSN:Sx Sx:SxN df

logLik

AICc

∆AICc

AICc weight

4
5
4
5
5
6
3
6
6
7
5
6
7
5
6
6
4
7
7
4

-32.47
-32.34
-33.53
-32.38
-32.42
-31.43
-35.13
-31.96
-32.07
-30.83
-33.35
-32.24
-31.00
-33.53
-32.40
-32.41
-34.85
-31.39
-31.47
-35.13

73.57
75.63
75.69
75.72
75.78
76.21
76.63
77.27
77.49
77.50
77.66
77.84
77.84
78.01
78.15
78.18
78.33
78.61
78.78
78.89

0.00
2.07
2.12
2.15
2.22
2.64
3.07
3.70
3.93
3.94
4.09
4.28
4.28
4.44
4.58
4.62
4.76
5.05
5.22
5.32

0.22
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

-16.71
-17.43
-13.63
-6.87
-21.84

8.91
12.41
-10.79

-17.68
-13.73
-9.36

21.93

-21.21

-7.08
-7.00
-21.06
-18.67

9.04
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Table S1b: Intrinsic influences on natal dispersal, model selection tables showing the top 20
models for each GLMM.
Intercept
-8.37
-8.64
-8.36
-8.40
-8.37
-8.37
-8.93
-8.73
-8.55
-8.62
-8.45
-8.40
-8.38
-8.36
-8.41
-8.37
-9.10
-8.72
-8.80
-8.74

Brood
Sex Ratio

Brood
Size

Hatch
Day

-0.26
-1.21
-0.77

0.47

-0.54
-0.27
-0.23
-1.41
-1.32

0.84

1.03
0.56

-1.41

-1.12
-1.32

Body
Size
-1.50

-0.98

-1.16
-1.00

ReNest

1.19
0.48
0.45
1.58

1.31
1.36

-2.17
-1.56
-1.38
-1.50

0.84
1.15
1.74
1.52

-2.36
-1.66
-2.00
-1.37

df
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

logLik
-16.34
-16.21
-16.30
-16.31
-16.33
-16.34
-16.15
-16.17
-16.20
-16.20
-16.23
-16.26
-16.28
-16.29
-16.30
-16.33
-16.11
-16.12
-16.12
-16.13

AICc
37.07
39.23
39.40
39.42
39.46
39.47
41.69
41.73
41.78
41.79
41.85
41.91
41.95
41.96
41.99
42.03
44.36
44.39
44.39
44.41

∆AICc

AICc

0.00
2.16
2.34
2.35
2.40
2.40
4.62
4.66
4.71
4.72
4.78
4.84
4.88
4.90
4.92
4.97
7.29
7.32
7.33
7.34

weight
0.27
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table S2: Factors influencing how far birds moved once they decided to leave the natal
group, model selection tables showing the top 20 models for each GLMM
Intercept Hatch
Day
8.11
8.14
8.11
8.11
8.08
8.11
8.14
8.14
8.11
8.08
8.05
8.12
8.09
8.09
8.08
8.08
8.11
8.07
8.14
8.09

-0.19

-0.09
-0.34
-0.29
-0.24
-0.41
-0.37

-0.22
-0.61

Group
Size
Diff
1.28
1.06
1.19
1.28
0.96
1.06
1.01
1.11

0.84
0.96
0.98
0.94

Sex
Ratio
Diff
1.77
1.06
1.72
1.77
0.96
1.06
1.02
1.67
1.44

Sex

Year
1.25

0.00

1.28
1.25

0.00
-0.01

1.37

0.97

logLik

AICc

∆AICc

AICc
weight

1.31
0.85

0.86

0.96

df

0.98
0.00
0.00
-0.01
-0.02

0.09
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5
4
6
6
3
3
5
5
7
4
2
4
4
5
3
4
4
4
6
4

-211.26
-214.19
-211.05
-211.17
-217.08
-217.09
-214.11
-214.14
-210.64
-216.10
-218.98
-216.60
-216.75
-215.18
-218.23
-217.00
-217.01
-217.06
-213.91
-217.40

435.68
438.38
438.76
439.01
441.30
441.32
441.38
441.45
441.86
442.19
442.51
443.20
443.51
443.52
443.61
444.00
444.01
444.13
444.49
444.80

0.00
2.71
3.08
3.33
5.62
5.64
5.70
5.77
6.18
6.52
6.83
7.52
7.83
7.84
7.93
8.32
8.33
8.45
8.81
9.12

0.45
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
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Aggression in the non-breeding season
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Supporting Information
Table S1: Model Selection Tables. Top for models for each GLM shown.
Conspecific

Model

Variable

Estimate

SE

Mount
Females

Males

1

Null

2

Chroma2

-0.15

0.15

3

Achroma1

0.12

4

Chroma
Diff

1

Size Diff

2

Null

3

Age

-0.30

0.24

4

Size Diff

-0.29

Age
Variable

Heterospecific Model

Males

AICc

∆AICc

AICc
weight

47.2

0.00

0.47

-0.99

49.0

1.85

0.19

0.13

0.99

49.2

1.98

0.18

-0.11

0.12

0.88

49.3

2.08

0.17

-0.31

0.18

-1.71

67.4

0.00

0.23

67.9

0.50

0.18

-1.23

68.9

1.53

0.11

0.18

-1.56

69.4

1.99

0.08

-0.24

0.24

-0.99

Estimate

SE

Standardized
coefficient

AICC

∆AICC

AICc

Mount
Females

Standardized
coefficient

1

Null

2

Age

-0.35

0.34

3

Chroma1

0.06

4

Size

0.15

1

Null

2

Size

0.24

0.30

3

Achroma

-0.05

4

Brood

0.05

weight
35.82

0.00

0.42

-1.04

37.99

2.18

0.14

0.14

0.41

38.86

3.04

0.09

0.46

0.33

38.92

3.10

0.09

64.6

0.00

0.51

0.79

66.5

1.94

0.19

0.13

-0.39

67.0

2.44

0.15

0.16

0.30

67.1

2.50

0.15

Chroma1/2

= Principle component analysis (PCA) values for chromatic scores from red plumage areas.

Achroma/1

= PCA values for achromatic scores from red plumage areas

Chroma Diff

= Difference between chromatic colour scores of focal bird and mount

Size

= Skeletal size (tarsus length)

Size Diff

= Difference in skeletal size between focal bird and mount

Age

= Age of the focal bird (first year or 2+)
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Aggression in the breeding season

Female crimson finch attacking male conspecific mount
Picture © Catherine Young

This manuscript has now been published:
Young, C.M., Cain, K.E., Svedin, N.S., Backwell, P.R.Y. and Pryke, S. R.
(2017). Predictors of aggressive response towards simulated intruders
depend on context and sex in Crimson Finches (Neochmia phaeton).
Behavioural Processes. 138:41-48
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ABSTRACT
Quantifying differences in aggressive behaviour across contexts can be useful in
developing an understanding of life histories and breeding systems, as well as the relative
costs and benefits of such behaviour. We investigated whether age, relative body size and
colouration, sex, and breeding stage influenced levels ox`f aggressive behaviour in two
contexts, towards conspecific and heterospecific intruders (mounts) around active nests
of group living Crimson Finches (Neochmia phaeton). We found that when responding to a
conspecific mount, relative body size, and age were important in predicting the aggressive
response of males toward a conspecific, with older males and those close in size to their
opponent showing a higher aggressive response. On the other hand, factors relating to
female aggression were not as clear. In contrast, response to a heterospecific mount was
unrelated to age, colour or size in either sex. Additionally, although birds were equally
aggressive to conspecific and heterospecific mount types, we found no evidence that
individuals are consistent in their level of aggression across these contexts. This suggests
that aggressive behaviour in Crimson Finches is at least partially plastic and that
individuals may be capable of assessing and responding to situations independently.

INTRODUCTION
Aggressive behaviour has been well studied in many species across a variety of social
contexts due to its conspicuous nature and potentially high costs (e.g. dominance; Rohwer
1975, resource defense; Garcia and Arroyo 2002, competition for mates; Hagelin 2002,
territoriality; and behavioural syndromes; Sih et.al. 2004a). The costs and benefits of
aggression, and thus the optimal level of aggression can be influenced by internal and
external factors such as age, sex, class of competitors (conspecific or heterospecific), and
previous experience as winners or losers, of aggressive encounters (e.g. Fedy and
Stutchbury 2005; Edler and Friedl 2010). By examining differences in aggressive
behaviour, we can develop a better understanding of the relative costs/benefits and gain
insight into the evolution and maintenance of species life histories and breeding systems.
For example, in conspecific territory or nest-site interactions, if males are more
abundant than females they are often also found to be more aggressive in defense of their
mating position (Fedy and Stutchbury 2005; Senar and Domènech 2011). However,
females may also show high aggression towards male intruders if females are the primary
territory defenders (Illes 2009), or the presence of another male decreases paternity
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certainty, leading to reduced paternal investment by the resident male (Westneat and
Stewart 2003). Sex specific aggression towards intruders is also common; males often
defending more vigorously against male intruders and females against female intruders
(Freed 1987; Cain et al. 2011; Cain and Langmore 2015). Additionally, reproductive
context such as nesting stage (nest building, incubation or nestling feeding), brood value
(nesting stage or clutch size), and date may influence aggression around the nest (e.g.
Margalida and Bertran 2005; Jukkala and Piper 2015; Cain and Langmore 2015).
Many types of behaviours show limited plasticity, meaning an individual’s responses
across contexts are not always independent; i.e. a behavioural syndrome (Sih et al. 2004a,
b; Bell et al. 2009). This can mean for example, that individual display similar levels of
aggression regardless if it is in the context of a conspecific competitor or heterospecific
intruder. However, while more aggressive individuals may do well in competitive
situations, aggression may be costly in other contexts such as in the presence of a predator
(Sih et al. 2004b; Bell 2007). Consequently, costs in terms of time and energy invested
(Logue et al. 2011) as well as the added costs associated with regulators of aggressive
behaviour (e.g. testosterone, Soma 2006) and behavioural trade-offs (Duckworth 2006),
might exceed the benefits gained from the interaction (Sih et al. 2004a, b). Alternatively,
different forms of aggression may be decoupled, in which case individual levels of
aggression across contexts would be uncorrelated and vary according to context, e.g.
conspecific or heterospecific intruder (Sih et al. 2004a). Aggression in reproductive
contexts is often mediated by testosterone for both sexes (McGlothlin et al. 2007; Cain and
Ketterson 2012). However, in many tropical birds the testosterone-aggression link
appears to be weaker (Hau 2000; Beate and Goymann 2012) which may allow different
forms of aggression to be mediated by separate mechanisms.
Because aggressive behaviour is costly in terms of time, energy and risk of injury,
individuals may mediate the potential risks by adjusting levels of aggression according to
context (Brunton et al. 2008). Logue et al. (2011) suggested that the benefits of aggressive
behaviour depend on the extent to which those behaviours influence the outcome of a
contest. For example, if relative body size is important in winning aggressive interactions,
individuals who are unlikely to win due to their smaller size, would benefit from curtailing
displays early (Sih et al. 2004b). Consequently, when assessing variation in aggression we
need to take into account the characteristics of both contestants and the way in which they
interact with each other (i.e. mutual assessment model, Arnott and Elwood 2009). Body
size is often considered to be an honest indicator of quality because it is difficult to fake
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(Maynard-Smith and Harper 1988; Taylor et al. 2000). Honest signals allow competitors to
assess each other from afar and determine dominance without incurring the costs of direct
confrontation (e.g. physical injury; status signaling hypothesis – Rohwer 1975; reviewed
in Santos et al. 2011). For example, Hagelin (2002) found that body size in two species of
quail (Callipepla gambelii and C. squamata) was related to dominance in paired contests.
The same study found that in contests, larger males did not need to engage in aggressive
behaviour as often as small birds, in order to win contests.
Certain plumage colours have also been suggested to be honest signals of dominance or
fighting ability, and may influence the behaviour observed between competitors (Dawkins
and Krebs 1978; Senar 2006). In particular, red colouration, created from carotenoid
pigments, has been found to be a signal of aggression and dominance in many species
(Brush 1981; Pryke 2009). The link between plumage carotenoids and diet (reviewed in
Olson and Owens 2005) suggests that carotenoid-based plumage colouration may also be
an honest indicator of individual quality (Hill 2006). Consequently, differences in
individual colouration (relative to an opponent) may even be more important than
absolute colour to contest outcome and should be taken into consideration in the context
of each encounter (Pryke et al. 2001; Young et al. 2016)
In a previous study, we investigated the role of both plumage colouration and body
condition as predictors of male-male interactions and contest outcome in a group living
passerine, the Crimson Finch (Neochmia phaeton, Young et al. 2016). We found that during
the non-breeding season red plumage colouration was an important signal of dominance
in staged dyadic contests in captive males. However, it is unclear whether the relationship
between plumage traits and agonistic behaviour in the non-breeding season is retained in
the breeding season or under natural conditions. Crimson finches are well known for
aggressive behaviour both in the wild and in captivity (Forshaw and Shephard 2012;
Young et al. 2016). The function and mediation of this aggressive behaviour is still poorly
understood. In the current study we investigated factors that may affect aggression
towards both conspecific and heterospecific intruders around active nests in free-living
Crimson Finches. Further, we investigated whether conspecific and heterospecific
aggression are related, and whether there are differences in aggression levels between age
and sex classes.
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METHODS
Study Species and Field Site
Crimson Finches are a sexually dimorphic grass finch native to northern Australia (Higgins
et al. 2006). They breed in colonies of four to forty individuals and are socially
monogamous with a divorce rate of 2.9% within a breeding season and nil between
seasons (Milenkaya et. al. 2011). Pairs are not regarded as territorial but will defend the
small area around their nest, this appears to be variable between individuals and
populations but generally encompasses the 1-2m directly around the nest (C. Young pers
obs.). Fieldwork was conducted in the East Kimberley region of Western Australia
(15o34’S, 128 o09’E) between January and March 2014. All birds used in this study (n=40)
were caught in mist nets and banded with a numbered metal band from the Australian
Bird and Bat Banding Scheme as well as a unique combination of three colour bands for
individual identification in the field. Birds were aged as ‘young’ if they were in their first
breeding season or ‘old’ if they were at least in their second breeding season. Young birds
were either known from the previous breeding season or distinguished by the presence of
juvenile primary covert feathers (described in Milenkaya et al. 2011). Plumage colour
measurements and morphometrics (tarsus, wing length, bill length, depth and mass) were
taken at the time of capture. Tarsus length (to 0.1mm) was subsequently used as an
indicator of skeletal size, hereafter referred to as body size (Freeman and Jackson 1990).
At all nests, the sex and age of the focal bird, brood size and nesting stage (eggs, young
nestlings [<9days] or old nestlings [>10days]) were also recorded.
Plumage colouration of both mounts and wild birds was quantified using a Jaz spectral
sensing suite (Ocean Optics, Dunedin USA) with illumination from a xenon Ocean Optics
PX-2 light source (Ocean Optics, Dunedin USA) and a fibreoptic probe with a 4mm
measuring diameter. The probe was fitted with a 1cm long tip to standardise the distance
between the plumage and the probe. Measurements were taken for 18 males, 13 females
and all Crimson Finch mounts (see below). The integration time was set to 40 milliseconds
and boxcar to 10. All measurements were taken relative to dark and white standards (WS2), which were scanned immediately before each individual was measured. To get a good
representation of overall red colour, measurements were taken from the face, back, rump
and chest. Chest measurements were only taken from males as Crimson Finches are
sexually dimorphic in colour and only males have a red chest (see Young et al. 2016).
Three measurements were taken from the centre of each of the four areas and averaged
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for each individual between wavelengths of 320 and 700nm (the visual range of most
birds, Bennett and Théry 2007).
Mount Presentations
At active nests, free-living Crimson Finches were presented with two taxodermic mounts
in random order on different days: one conspecific competitor (male Crimson Finch), and
one heterospecific non-competitor, a Gouldian Finch (Erythrura gouldiae); as Gouldian
finches are colour polymorphic and dichromatic, we used black-head female mounts.
Mounts were captive bred birds that had died of natural causes, and were subsequently
freeze-dried sitting in a natural position on a dowel perch (three Crimson Finches and four
Gouldian Finches). Due to high quality diet of captive birds, our Crimson Finch mounts
were on average bigger than the wild birds tested. However, the largest mount was still
within the natural size range of the wild population (tarsus length range; wild population;
males 16.51 - 19.05mm, females 16.10 - 18.83 (C. Young unpublished data), focal birds;
males 16.51 - 18.30mm, females 16.34 - 18.45mm, mounts 17.8 - 19.04mm). Although
Crimson Finches are sexually size dimorphic, with males being on average larger, there is
almost complete overlap in tarsus length ranges (Milenkaya et al. 2011). Each mount was
assigned a number and randomly selected for each experiment. The Gouldian Finch was
chosen as the non-competitor because of their overlap in distribution and ecology and
because they are similar size and shape as Crimson Finches, but are not known to be
competitors for either food or nesting sites (although both are seed eaters, they specialize
on separate species in different microhabitats). All mounts were positioned while the nest
owners were away, level with the nest height and within one metre of the nest. The order
of conspecific versus heterospecific mount was randomised with 1-4 days between
presentations, but within the same breeding stage. Breeding stage was classified as eggs,
young nestlings (<9 days,) or old nestlings (>10 days); Crimson Finches fledge at ~21 days
old. Mounts were presented to twenty-four males and thirteen females at a total of
twenty-four nests in six colonies. However, some individuals were removed from some
analyses as a number of colour measurements were not available due to equipment
malfunction (three females and six males). This resulted in complete data for thirteen
females and eighteen males in response to the conspecific mount, and ten females and
eighteen males in response to the heterospecific mount. Presentations were all made
before 9:30am to minimise the effects of time-of-day and high daytime temperatures. The
observer was blind to body size and redness scores during the observation.
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Behavioural observations (e.g. vocalisations, physical aggression) towards the mount were
recorded for 10 minutes, starting when the bird was within the observers’ visual range of
the nest (approximately 15 meters). Each bird was given an aggression score between 1
and 6 (following e.g. Duckworth 2006): (1) no aggressive response, ignores the mount and
does not vocalise, (2) marginal aggressive response, high latency to approach (>5min), few
quiet vocalisations, no physical contact with mount, (3) modest aggressive response, slight
delay in approach (>2min), moderate vocalisations and close approach distance (1-2m),
(4) moderate aggressive response, minimal delay in approach (~1min), high levels of
vocalisations and close approach, some physical contact (pecking), (5) high aggressive
response, approached quickly (<30secs) with nearly constant, loud vocalisations, lots of
physical contact (removing feathers from mount), (6) extreme aggressive response,
approached quickly (<30secs) with constant, loud vocalisations, extreme physical contact
(mount damaged).
Analysis and Statistics
We briefly describe colour analysis methods here, but see Young et al. (2016) for further
details of parameters used. We applied the Vorobyev-Osorio model (Vorobyev and Osorio
1998; Siddiqi et al. 2004) to the spectrometer measurements, which estimates the
difference between two areas (red plumage against a neutral background - 30% grey) in
units of discrimination threshold or “Just Noticeable Differences” (JND’s, Vorobyev et al.
1998). This model was used to analyse both chromatic (hue) and achromatic (brightness)
differences with an ultra-violet sensitive (UVS) model (Hart et al. 2000; Endler and Mielke
2005) taking into account photoreceptor noise (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998; Osorio and
Vorobyev 2008, noise = neutral). To reduce the number of terms in the final model, we
used a principal component analysis (PCA), to condense the spectral scores of the red
plumage areas measured (face, back, rump and chest – chest for males only) for chromatic
and achromatic measures. Separate models and principal component (PC) scores of
colour, were created for males and females, as well as PCs of colour difference between
focal birds and mounts (colour difference). Principal components analysis was conducted
in JMP 11.0 while all other analyses were conducted in R (Maia et al. 2013, R Development
Core Team 2014). Colour models were run in the ‘Pavo’ package (Maia et al. 2013).
To determine which factors might influence aggressive behaviour in Crimson Finches in
different social contexts, we used general linear models (GLM) with Poisson error and
model averaging techniques (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Prior to analysis we
standardised variables using the package ‘arm’ (Gelman and Su 2014) and checked for
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over dispersion prior to averaging (residual deviance was not greater than the degrees of
freedom). All models are ranked according to goodness-of-fit to the data, based on Akaike
information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc; Grueber et al. 2011; Symonds
and Moussalli 2011). We calculated the differences in AICc (ΔAICc) between the best
model (i.e. with the lowest AICc) and every other model, including the null model and
averaged only the top models (ΔAICc < 2) using the package MuMIn (Bartoń, 2014). The
relative importance of each variable in the top models was calculated by summing the
weights of all models containing that variable. This is a representation of how each
variable improves the model fit and estimates the probability that it is part of the best
model (Symonds and Moussalli 2011).
First, we analysed the influence of observer, brood size, nesting stage, presence of a
partner and individual characteristics of the focal bird (age, colouration and relative size)
on aggressive behaviour towards a conspecific mount. To test whether the reaction of the
focal bird was dependent on the relative body size or relative ornamentation/colouration
of the intruder to themselves, we used the differences in body size and colour
measurements between the conspecific mount and the focal bird in analysis. Body size
difference (from now on referred to as relative size) refers to how much bigger the mount
was compared to the focal bird, while relative colour refers to if the focal bird was redder
(chromatic) or brighter (achromatic) than the intruder. As red colouration has been
shown to be a signal of aggression in Crimson Finches (Young et al. 2016) we also included
the focal birds colour measurements (absolute colour). We followed the same analysis
methodology with the heterospecific mount, using only absolute colour rather than
relative colour, as the heterospecific mount lacked red plumage.
To look for relationships between age (categorical) and relative size or colouration
(continuous) we used separate unpaired t-tests for males and females towards each
mount. Pearson’s correlations were used to examine the relationship between relative size
and colouration in the same way. Fractional degrees of freedom are displayed in these
results as obtained by default from Welch's t-test conducted in R (R Development Core
Team 2014). Welch’s test does not assume that the two samples have equal variance,
instead estimating the variance and adjusting the degrees of freedom accordingly. A GLM
with Poisson error was used to investigate the relationship between aggression, sex and
mount type, with aggression score as the response variable. A Spearman’s rank-order
correlation was used for males and females to investigate consistency in aggression scores
within individuals towards the conspecific and heterospecific mounts.
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RESULTS
Principal Component Analysis of Plumage Coloration
The principal components analysis (PCA) of red plumage areas (face, back, rump and, for
males only, chest) produced PCs for both chromatic (hue) and achromatic a
(brightness) measures in males and females (Table 1). Only PCs with an eigenvalue >1
were retained for analysis. The male PCA (differences in colour between the focal bird and
the conspecific mount) resulted in three PCs, two for chromatic and one for achromatic
colour, explaining 76.4% and 56% of the variance respectively. The female PCA for
relative colour, resulted in two PCs, one chromatic (52.7%) and one achromatic (56.6%).
The analysis of these absolute colour scores resulted in four PC scores with an eigenvalue
of >1 for both males and females, two chromatic and two achromatic for each sex (male
chromatic; 67.6%, achromatic; 77.2%, female chromatic; 91.5%, achromatic 79.5%).
With the adult birds there were no detectable age differences in body size (unpaired t-test,
males; t (9.1) = 0.2, p = 0.81, females; t (2.8) = -0.3, p = 0.77), or colour (chromatic colour;
unpaired t-test, males PC1; t (14.2) = 0.5, p = 0.60, PC2; t (13.6) = -0.9, p = 0.36, females
PC1; t (3.1) = 0.2, p = 0.88, PC2; t (5.8) = 0.8, p = 0.47, achromatic colour; t-test, males; t
(6.8) = 0.5, p = 0.60, females; t (2.5) = -0.1, p = 0.89). And there was no correlation between
body size and colour in either sex (Pearsons Correlation; chromatic colour; males PC1; r =
0.23, p = 0.36, PC2; r = -0.43, p = 0.08, females PC1; r = 0.35, p = 0.32, PC2; r = 0.56, p =
0.09, achromatic colour males; r = -0.43, p = 0.09, females; r = -0.31, p = 0.38).
Aggression Towards Conspecifics
For Crimson Finch males (n=18), the best predictor of male aggressive behaviour towards
the conspecific mount was relative size (Table 2a). Males were less aggressive when the
size difference was large, i.e. when the focal male was small relative to the mount (Figure
1a). Age was also shown to be important, appearing in two of the top four models (Table
2); older birds were more aggressive than first year birds (Figure 1b). However, all models
containing age fell below the null model in ΔAICc (Table 2a) and this variable was given an
importance score of just 0.32 (Table 3) and so should be interpreted with caution. We
found no evidence to suggest that relative chromatic or achromatic colour scores
influenced aggressive behaviour of the focal birds towards the mounts and found no effect
of nestling stage, brood size, presence of a partner, or focal male’s absolute body size on
male aggression scores (model selection Table S1a).
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For female Crimson Finches (n=13), there was weak evidence that both absolute
achromatic and chromatic colour were related to aggression (Table 2a). The absolute
achromatic colour (brightness) of the focal bird was positively related to aggression
scores, while absolute chromatic (hue) scores were negatively related. However, the
importance scores for these variables were low (achromatic 0.21, chromatic 0.25; Table 3)
and the null model was found to be the best fitting model based on ΔAICc’s. None of the
remaining variables measured (age, relative achromatic and chromatic colour, observer
ID, presence of a partner, body size, relative size, nesting stage or brood size) had an
influence on the observed aggression scores as none appeared in the top models (ΔAICc
<2, model selection Table S1b).
Aggression Towards Heterospecifics
We found no relationship between aggression towards a heterospecific mount and any of
the variables measured (focal bird age, observer ID, chromatic/achromatic colour,
presence of a partner, body size, relative size, nestling stage or brood size; model selection
Table S1c and d); for both sexes (males n=18; females n=10) the null model was found to
be the best fitting model by >2 ΔAICc’s (Table 2b).
Sex Differences and Aggression Across Contexts
Aggression towards mounts was not influenced by either mount type (conspecific or
heterospecific mount), sex of the focal bird or the interaction between the two (n = 24
males, 11 females, GLM (Wald test); mount type; estimate = 0.64, p = 0.31, sex; estimate =
0.85, p = 0.12, mount*sex; estimate = -1.13, p = 0.14). The range of aggression scores
assigned to females (coefficient of variance; conspecific 0.35, heterospecific 0.2) were
more limited than those assigned to males (coefficient of variance; conspecific 0.4,
heterospecific 0.4, Figure 2). We did not find any detectable consistency in aggression
within individuals between intruder types (conspecific vs heterospecific mounts;
Spearman’s rank-order males; -0.23, p = 0.86, females; -0.06, p = 0.57, Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
We examined the aggressive response of male and female Crimson Fiches towards
conspecific and heterospecific intruders near the nest. We found male aggression towards
conspecific intruders could be explained by their size relative to the intruder and their age.
Female aggressive behaviour was influenced by plumage colouration, but the relationship
was weak. None of the variables examined predicted aggression towards heterospecific
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intruders in either sex. Focal birds were equally aggressive to conspecific and
heterospecific mounts. However, we found no links between aggression, and sex of the
focal bird or context (conspecific/heterospecific), and no evidence of individual
consistency in aggression across context.
Aggression Towards Conspecifics
Body size, relative to an opponent, is likely more important than absolute body size in
aggressive contests where mutual assessment is used, as individuals are expected to be
able to overpower only relatively smaller opponents (Arnott and Elwood 2009; Logue et
al. 2011). In support of this hypothesis we found that male Crimson Finches showed
higher levels of aggressive behaviour toward mounts that were a similar body size to
themselves. Males that were smaller relative to the mount were less aggressive, meaning
they showed a higher latency to approach, maintained some distance and were relatively
quiet when body size disparity was large. In addition, we found evidence that older males
showed higher levels of aggression than younger males (those in their first breeding
season). The AICc values for the top four models were very close together and included the
null model (see Table 2) meaning these effects are weak, however this is most likely due to
the low sample size. There is currently no published evidence relating to age based
dominance in Crimson Finches. However, age related dominance structures are well
known in birds and have been recorded across many species, with older males commonly
dominating younger conspecifics (e.g. Enoksson 1988; Edler and Friedl 2010). The
influence of prior fighting experience has been shown to have a large influence on contest
outcome (e.g. Ratner 1961; Beacham and Newman 1987) and may further explain the
higher levels of aggression observed in older birds. Because our mounts were reared in
aviaries with unlimited food, they were on average larger than the focal birds. Thus we
were unable to test whether the relationship between relative size and aggression persists
when the focal bird is larger than the intruder.
Within female Crimson Finches we found some evidence that red plumage colouration
(chromatic and achromatic) was an indicator of aggressive behaviour. Less bright and
‘redder’ individuals were shown to have higher levels of aggression. Female colour often
indicates dominance or quality (e.g. Murphy et al. 2009; Lopez-Idiaquez 2016). In
particular, red plumage is considered a signal of dominance, for example Pryke (2007)
found that in female Gouldian Finches, naturally red-headed females and naturally yellowheaded individuals manipulated to have red plumage dominated other colour morphs
(yellow and black-headed). Nevertheless, caution is warranted as the top model was the
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null model, while the variables in the two models that followed (PC2 of chromatic colour
(hue), ∆AICc 1.62 and PC1 of achromatic colour (brightness), ∆AICc 1.98), received very
low importance scores in the model averaging (<0.30). The importance value gives an
indication of how likely each variable is to appear in the best model. However, it is
interesting to note that the only values that appeared in the top models were the female’s
absolute colouration, not their colouration relative to the mounts. A number of studies
have suggested that females ignore the traditional signals of fighting ability such as
relative size and colouration (Draud et al 2004; Elias et al 2010). Instead, for females,
resource value may be a stronger motivator for aggressive behaviour than physical traits
and ornamentation of either themselves or their opponent (Dale and Slagsvold 1995). For
example, Elias et al. (2010) found that in Phidippus clarus jumping spiders, females rarely
participated in displays and differences in resource valuation rather than size or weight
predicted the outcome of contests, a pattern repeated in other species (see Draud et al.
2004; Arnott and Elwood 2009).
Under the parental investment hypothesis (Trivers 1972), aggression is predicted to
increase with increasing brood value (e.g. the intensity of nest defence may be positively
related to the number of offspring in the nest, their age and survival prospects (Regelmann
and Curio 1983; Redondo 1989). However, if aggression near the nest is related to nestsite/territory or food-resource defence, no change or even a negative trend in aggressive
behaviour over the nesting period is predicted (Gowaty 1981). Our results suggest that
though Crimsons Finches appear to be defending nest sites from competitors, they do not
adjust the level of defence according to nest value. We found no relationship between
nesting stage (eggs, young nestlings, old nestlings) or brood size and aggressive response
to the conspecific mount for either sex. This result is in concordance with Case (1985),
who found no difference in aggression with nesting stage (incubation, hatching, nestlings)
in closely related Zebra Finches (Taeniopygia guttata). Although we only tested birds at
active nests, it is possible that Crimson Finch nest defence against conspecifics in these
stages (eggs and chicks), is defence of the nest-site itself, rather than protection of
offspring or paternity. We do not know if intraspecific brood parasitism occurs in this
species, but nest usurpation through continued harassment was observed twice in the
field during this study and has been recorded in aviculture. In addition, a recent study on
Crimson Finch nest predation (Young et al. 2017) found that aspects of nest site choice
had strong effects on nest success, strengthening the inference that nesting sites may be a
valuable resource.
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Aggression Towards Heterospecifics
Despite the fact that Crimson Finches and Gouldian Finches are not competitors for nest
sites (Gouldians use hollow eucalypt branches rather than pandanas) and have a small
overlap in diet (both are seed eaters but specialize on separate species in different
microhabitats), both males and females responded strongly towards the heterospecific
mounts, showing high levels of vocalisations, close physical proximity and physical
attacks. Although the mounts represent a realistic bird, their lack of movement may
influence the aggressive response of the focal birds and we should consider the fact that
wild Gouldian Finches may fly away on seeing an approaching Crimson Finch. There is no
apparent advantage for Crimson Finches in displaying high aggression towards Gouldian
Finches. Instead, it is potentially costly in terms of energy spent, time taken from other
activities (e.g. foraging, feeding nestlings or scanning for predators) and the potential for
injury. Possibly there is, or has been, more competition between Crimson and Gouldian
Finches for food or habitat, than we currently observe in the wild. Oriand and Willson
(1964) proposed that aggression towards heterospecifics suggests that securing a limited
resource has selected for the behaviour in the past, although this resource may not be
limited in the present (e.g. food or water in times of severe drought). It has also been
suggested that heterospecific territorial aggression is simply misdirected conspecific
territorial aggression (Murray 1971) for example where aggression is not plastic or only
partially plastic behaviour.
Alternatively, high levels of heterospecific aggression might be advantageous in some
cases. For instance, although in our study sites Gouldian Finches were never seen around
the nests of Crimson Finches, individuals of another species, the Long-tailed Finch
(Poephila acuticauda) are commonly observed near Crimson Finch nests and are generally
aggressively chased off by nest owners (C.M. Young pers obs). Long-tailed Finches will
nest in cavities or open sites and are known to outcompete Gouldian Finches for nest sites
(Brazill-Boast et al. 2011). Thus they may also represent a competitor to Crimson Finches.
Similarly, many grassfinch species use the same materials for nest construction, and we
have observed Crimson Finches taking nesting material from unoccupied nests, suggesting
that this is a valuable resource. Thus, aggression towards heterospecific finches may be a
generalized response to competition for nest-sites and nesting materials from any
potential competitor. Additionally, it may be advantageous to deter any species from being
near the nest if their presence could attract predators. Finally, unlike aggression towards
the conspecific mount, none of the measured variables was related to response score,
suggesting this behaviour is mediated by different mechanisms and is not simply a
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maladaptive carryover of aggression towards conspecifics (Duckworth 2006; Sih et al.
2004b).
Individual Consistency and Sex Differences in Aggression
In many species, males generally respond more aggressively towards intruders than
females (Pryke 2013). For example, in a study on White-bellied Antbirds (Myrmeciza
longipes), Fedy and Stutchbury (2005) found that male birds responded more aggressively
than females towards playbacks regardless of season and stimuli (male/female song),
however that also found that females matched the aggression of males only in the
resource-limited dry season. A number of other studies report sex-specific responses only
to same sex intruders (e.g. Mays and Hopper 2004; Cain et al. 2011), or greater female
response (Illes 2009). In the current study, we found no difference in the average
aggressive response between male and female Crimson Finches regardless of context
(heterospecific vs conspecific intruder); females responded as aggressively as males to a
conspecific (male) intruder. However, we did find a difference in the range of aggression
scores, with males displaying a larger range of scores than females. This suggests there
may be other factors at play in relation to sex specific aggressive behaviour. Additionally,
as we did not present a female conspecific intruder we cannot rule out the possibility that
sexes would respond differently in this context. Fedy and Stutchbury (2005) suggest that
when mate switching is rare, territory defence against all intruders should be equally
shared. This is consistent with Crimson Finch pairs in which divorce rates appear to be
extremely low, both within and between seasons (Milenkaya et al. 2011). This finding adds
weight to our suggestion that in Crimson Finches, aggression near the nest is likely to be
predominantly related to nest site defence rather than protection of reproductive
investment.
Behavioural syndromes suggest that an individual’s response in one context may be tied to
what it does in other situations (reviewed in Sih et. al. 2004a,b). Although only a small
number of studies have investigated aggression across context in birds, many have found
consistency in aggressive behaviours (e.g. Duckworth 2006; Cain et al. 2011). In contrast
we found no evidence to support the idea that individual Crimson Finches are consistent
in their aggressive behaviour in relation to intruder type, despite all birds tested in this
study showing aggressive behaviour in some form towards both conspecific and
heterospecific intruders. This suggests that Crimson Finch aggressive behaviour is at least
partially plastic and adaptable depending on context.
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In conclusion, we found that the aggressive response of wild Crimson Finches to intruders
was related to both the sex of the focal bird and the type of intruder. While females were
on average, as aggressive as males towards intruders, they also showed a smaller range of
scores. Additionally, the different predictors of aggression shown for each sex, suggest
there may be other non-sampled sex-specific mechanisms influencing behaviour. The role
of sex in nest defence of tropical birds is poorly understood, as are the different factors
that may mediate aggressive behaviour in females. Further, investigating aggression at the
egg laying stage would draw additional insights into the function of aggressive behaviour
in this species. Although all birds responded aggressively to both conspecific and
heterospecific intruders, we found no evidence for consistency of aggressive behaviours
within individuals. This suggests that although they may not be truly independent,
aggression in these two contexts may be mediated by different mechanisms. We suggest
that Crimson Finches may assess different situations and adjust their behaviour according
to context.
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Figure 1: The relationship between male aggression towards a conspecific mount and a)
relative size (mm) of the mount to focal bird (the line indicates values predicted from GLM
model and 95% confidence intervals); b) focal male age, presented as scatter plots of raw
data. The size of the data point is relative to how many individuals it represents (n=18)

Figure 2: Tukeys box plots displaying similarities between the aggressive behaviour of
male and female Crimson Finches towards conspecific (male=18, female = 13) and
heterospecific mounts (male=18, female=10).
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Figure 3: Scatter plot demonstrating the lack of relationship in aggression across context
for each sex. Overlapping points have been jittered for clarity. The grey circles and dashed
line represent females while the black circles and solid line represent males. The lines
represent predicted values from the model.
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Table 1: Results from principal components analysis for chromatic (hue) and achromatic
(brightness) colour measures using a correlation matrix, including eigenvalue and
percentage variance explained by each PC. Separate PC’s are shown for males and females
in relation to colour differences between focal birds and a conspecific intruder (relative
colour) as well as their absolute colour. Only PCs with an eigenvalue >1 are shown as they
were retained for analysis.
To conspecific mount

Face

Back

Rump

Chest

Eigen

Variance (%)

PC1 Chromatic

-0.33

-0.08

0.62

0.70

1.65

41.4

PC2 Chromatic

0.62

0.70

0.33

0.08

1.40

35.0

PC Achromatic

0.41

0.47

0.55

0.55

2.24

56.0

PC Chromatic

0.66

0.67

-0.33

1.58

52.7

PC Achromatic

0.65

0.70

0.31

1.70

56.6

Males (n=18)

Females (n=13)

Absolute colour of focal bird
Males (n=18)
PC1 Chromatic

0.38

0.46

0.67

0.45

1.58

39.6

PC2 Chromatic

0.64

0.33

-0.13

-0.68

1.11

27.7

PC1 Achromatic

0.53

0.23

0.57

0.58

2.10

52.5

PC2 Achromatic

-0.23

0.93

0.11

-0.27

1.00

24.7

PC1 Chromatic

0.56

0.77

0.31

1.51

50.2

PC2 Chromatic

-0.59

0.11

0.80

1.24

41.3

PC1 Achromatic

0.73

0.62

-0.27

1.32

44.0

PC2 Achromatic

-0.11

0.50

0.86

1.07

35.5

Females (n=10)
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Table 2: Factors affecting the aggressive behaviour of Crimson Finch males (n=18) and
females (n=13) towards a) conspecific mounts b) heterospecific mounts. Only models of
∆AICc <2 are presented here.

a) Conspecific Mount
Model Variable
Males

Females

Estimate
± SE

Standardized
coefficient

∆AICc

AICc
weight

-0.44±0.25

-1.71

0.00

0.38

1

SizeD

2

Null

3

Age

-0.30±0.24

-1.23

1.53

0.18

4

SizeD +

-0.40±0.25

-1.56

1.99

0.14

Age

-0.24±0.24

-0.99
0.00

0.55

0.29

1

Null

2

C2

-0.35±0.31

-1.01

1.62

0.25

3

A1

0.28±0.30

0.93

1.98

0.21

b) Heterospecific Mount
Males

1

Null

0.00

0.11

Females

1

Null

0.00

0.25

1
C2

= Principal component (PC) values for the second PC of chromatic scores from red plumage

A1

= PC1 values for achromatic scores from red plumage areas

Size = Skeletal size (tarsus length)
SizeD = Difference in skeletal size between focal bird and mount (relative size)
Age = Age of the focal bird (first year or 2+)

Table 3: Summary of model averaging for the predictors of aggressive behaviour in
Crimson Finches towards conspecific mounts. Only models of ΔAICc <2 were included in
model averaging. High relative importance indicates that the variable is more likely to be
in the best fitting model.

Males

Females

Variable

Estimate

Adjusted
SE

Confidence
interval

Intercept

-1.48

0.13

-1.23, 1.73

Relative
Size

-0.43

0.28

-0.97, 0.12

0.52

Age

-0.27

0.27

-0.79, 0.25

0.32

Intercept

-1.21

0.15

-0.88, 1.55

Chromatic

-0.35

0.32

-1.05, 0.35

0.25

Achromatic

-0.28

0.30

-0.38, 0.95

0.21
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CONCLUSION
This thesis provides an insight into the breeding system of the crimson finch as well as the
decisions and processes that influence colony structure. We found that birds in our
population lived in bigger groups and had lower annual adult survival than has been
reported elsewhere. Overall reproductive success within colonies was low but comparable
with other populations of crimson finches. Only juvenile birds were seen to change
colonies, suggesting that natal dispersal is the most important process in maintaining
genetic diversity in this population. Additionally, natal dispersal was linked with the adult
sex-ratio of groups, with birds of both sexes preferring to settle in groups with a more
even sex-ratio than their natal groups. Overall areas with the largest area or density of
breeding habitat did not necessarily have the largest breeding colonies. This suggests that
crimson finches do not live in colonies due to habitat limitations. The largest cause of nest
failure was depredation, mainly by reptiles and primarily at the egg stage. However, birds
did not seem to be able to change their nesting behaviour to reduce the threat of
predation. Nor did building in close proximity to other nests lessen predation, in fact this
appeared to increase the chance of being depredated. Predation reduction is often cited as
one of the major benefits of group living, however we only found evidence to the contrary.
Additionally, we provide insights into the role of plumage colouration in aggressive
interactions in this species. We demonstrate that carotenoid based plumage functions as a
signal in male-male contests that can serve to moderate aggression and potentially reduce
the risk of physical injuries from challenges. Colonies were shown to have an age-based
structure with adult males being socially dominant. However, in simulated intrusions at
nests, females showed equal levels of aggression to males. While there were no strong
predictors of female aggression to mounts, males were more aggressive to mounts that
were smaller than themselves.
The benefits of group living, if any, in this species are still unclear. The results of this study
closely fit the ‘byproduct’ hypothesis which suggests that colonies form as a consequence
of other decisions such has habitat preferences or food availability. There are still a
number of lines of investigation that could shed further light on this question.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Within crimson finch groups there is a small but consistent male-biased sex-ratio, resulting
in high levels of male-male competition for mates (Chapter 2). We expect that this social
situation would promote high levels of extra-pair paternity (EPP). Yet previous work has
assumed low or non-existent levels of EPP based on the small teste size of adult males and
their apparent faithfulness to their partners across years (Milenkaya et al. 2011). However,
in a review by Griffith et al. (2002), they found EPP occurred in 90% of species in which
paternity had been tested. Prior to genetic testing most socially monogamous species were
also thought to be reproductively faithful. Currently there has been no genetic work done
on crimson finches and to date, EPP has only been addresses in the wild, in two species of
Estrildid finch, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata, Birkhead et al. 1990; Griffith et al.
2010) and more recently the long-tailed finch (Poephila acuticauda, van Rooij et al. 2016).
In zebra finches just 2% of offspring were sired outside the social pair, while in long-tailed
finches it was as high as 11%. Despite previous predictions, we expect EPP in crimson
finches to be significantly higher than in either of these species due to their more complex
social system.
Previous studies have also reported that crimson finches live in family groups and do not
disperse long distances because of their small wing size (Higgins et al. 2006), however we
have found juveniles moving up to 10km’s from their natal group (Chapter 2). Using
microsatellites and DNA extracted from blood samples we can explore both relatedness
within and between groups to fully understand population structure. In contrast to our
population where colonies are separated by large areas of unsuitable habitat, other
populations of crimson finches reside in Pandanas stands that grows in a linear band along
rivers (see Milenkaya et al 2011). In these linear colonies individuals may have more
opportunity to move greater distances through favourable habitat, both within and
between breeding seasons. Alternatively, birds in these populations may have less need
for long distance movements. Not only may this create a larger more fluid population in
terms of genetic structure but it will also change the costs of dispersal and recruitment of
young into the population. Additionally, in areas of linear habitat structure pairs often nest
less than 1m apart (Milenkaya et al. 2011), while in our study nests were always more
than 5m apart. This might also alter social dynamics and the opportunity for EPP to occur.
By comparing the two populations we can better understand how environmental variables
such as habitat fragmentation can affect gene flow and population viability. In northern
Western Australia this species is used as an indicator of ecosystem health while in
Queensland the subspecies, Neochmia phaeton evangelinae, is already listed as
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endangered. Therefore, detailed knowledge of the rate of genetic flow within and between
populations could be an important factor for the future management of this species.
Additionally, the heritability of dominance and colour signals is not well understood. On
hatching crimson finch nestlings vary in skin colour, while some appear yellow, others
appear pink. The source of this colouration is unknown but may be linked to the amount of
carotenoids deposited in the egg yolk. Future studies should investigate whether skin
pigments are correlated with plumage colour, diet or condition of the adult birds. In
addition to other factors such as nestling survival, dominance, lifetime reproductive
success and plumage colouration as they become fledglings and adults.
On top of maternal effects on dominance and plumage colouration, our knowledge of the
factors influencing female aggression are poorly understood. This system provides an
ideal platform to further explore this topic. Additional behavioural studies may be able to
shed light on the role of inter as well as intra-sexual aggression in females and the role of
age related dominance hierarchies. To date few studies have investigated the role of
plumage signals in females. However, the carotenoid based face and rump plumage of
female crimson finches suggests plumage signals may serve an important function.
The use of social network analysis in investigating relationships between individuals
within a population has become increasingly popular over the last decade. The ability to
study the interactions between individuals, and how these translate at the population
level, has allowed close examination of processes which were previously extremely
difficult to study in natural systems, such as information flow and the transfer of disease.
The application of a social network approach in crimson finches would allow fine scale
examination of behavioural facets such as dominance hierarchies, the impact of aggression
on social structures and how individuals interact both within and between groups. This
would provide a further layer to our understanding of how coloniality and aggression are
maintained and how both influence social structures in this species.
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